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March 31, 1995

My visit to the White House
BY DERALD D. POWELL
Editor-In-Chief

a.m. with a security check in the Old speeches by panelists, Riley opened
Executive Office Building and a the floor to questions. Hands in the
continental breakfast. College auditorium were briskly raised in a
Some90editorsandreporters newspaper editors from Morehouse, contest for attention. The first young
from campus newspapers across the Jackson State, Temple, Florida A&M, lady allowed the privilege of asking
country were invited to participate in Yale, Cornell, and Dartmouth sat the first question at this historic
College Media Day, Thursday, March around anxiously wondering what the meeting, smiled nicely and began to
23, at the White House.
day would bring and wondering why attack Riley in a belligerent manner
The invitation, signed by a they were here, in the nations capital. badgering him and not allowing him to
Jeffrey Shulman, Special Assistant in
A hush fell over the crowd as answer her questions. Riley tactfully
the Office of Public Liaison, said the thePressSecretary,MichaelMcCurry, moved on to the next person and the
day would "consist of briefings by came into the large auditorium to . young lady was asked to leave the
Cabinet members and senior welcome and inform us about what proceedingsafterthefirstQ&Asession
Administration officials, highlighted the day would bring. Mccurry told us was complete.
byanaftemoonpressconferencewith therewouldbepaneldiscussionsanda
At 10 a.m., Secretary of
the President," and that, "On behalf of chance for us to ask questions on such Labor Robert Reich took the stage. As
the President, I would like your topics as the direct student loan hewalkedon,therewassomelaughter
newspaper to attend."
program, affirmative action, and the from the audience because Reich is
Thanks to the combined work Americorps program. Before leaving, only about 4' l \ and carried a footstoo\.
ofCommunicationsDepartmentchair, he introduced the Secretary of Mtermakingsomesbort1okcs,hegot
Dr Millard Eiland and PV President Education, Richard Riley~ Madeline down to business. Reich said \hat \he
Charles Hines, a way was carved out Kunin,DeputySecrctaryofEducation, wagepremium, ,nae:as.ingf()(~ ge
for me to get to Washington.
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President Clinton speaks at College

Hobbs pushes excellence
at annual convocation

urisdictional ci.ange for_minors in

BY ERICA D. JOHNSON
Panther Staff
Prairie
View
A&M
µt . . . •·. . 06 04
· ·. arid 1&,,OS of 11w. office. ~ -is the case with all Qther
university held its 41 st annua~ hono~• s 106,02, J ·
'
. . .
filed'
CountyCourts.
1
. . ri'
convocation in the University Alcoholic Beverage Code~ has cnminal<:a&eS •. m
. ~ccordin!toarneml.:n::
Fieldhouse, Wednesday, March 29. cbanged the jurisdiction for these
. Co ... ., r Counhr Robmson soffice.nnoan:es 1
.,
The theme ofthis year's honor's .
cases from Justice u..~ o
. "r
. . h ld'-~ nntheminor-0f
Courts
acitaUons
ou
uuo
,
.
convocation was "Empowenng
• This is. due to an alcohol the date he or she should appear ,n
Leaders Through Excellence".
Keynote speaker for t~e awaretiess coutse now re~ired upon County C~urt. •f the minor is a
so• I
.•
occasion, Dr. Alma C. Hobbs is conviction since,'i'fhe Jusuce Courts
canonlyassessafineaspunishmen~"
See
ALCOHOL
on
page
18
currently the acting deputy
administrator of the United States
Department
of Agriculture,
Washington D.C. Hobbs began her
uplifting speech praising the honor~s,
(students who earned a 3.0 gra~e ~mt
average or better in the spnng 94
NEWSDAY
semester and the '95 fall semester).
EWSWEEK••••••••••••••
Hobbs commended the honorees for
their determination, dedication, hard
BLACK HISTORY ••••
work, and diligence. While Hobb~'
POETRY ..............
speech was uplifting to the honorees, it
was also inspirational to students who
LIFESTYLF$ ••••••••••
~
-'.
weren't honorees.
~
:.
~
Hobbs motivated the
Newly crowned Miss Prairie View 1995-1996, Kimberly Williams
SPORTS ...............
audience in her conclusion saying,
~l~,ii';~'j'
V IEWPOINTS ••••••••22-24
"You can't be as good as, you must be
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Learn Spanish the fun way

Getting Rid of Stress

Travelers should leave the cologne at home when headed for
areas where insects can be a health problem. That's because colognes
and perfumed products such as hair spray, deod_orants a~d-soaps
attract insects that can cause illness through toxms they mJect or

To reduce tension between shoulder blades
• Sit with back straight, feet flat on the floor, shoulders relaxed.
• Breathe out and slowly push chin down toward chest (make a double chin). Raise head toward
the ceiling. Hold and repeat.

diseases they spread.
One precaution is the use of insect repellants. A repellent's
ingredients will depend on which insects it is _formulated to repel, so
buyers should match ingredients to expected 1~sects.
.
.
The most effective ingredient for batthng mosqmtoes, chiggers, ticks, fleas, and biting flies is N, N-diethyl-meta-tolu~ide
(DEET), and permethrin, sold as P~nnanone, can be ap~hed to
clothing to repel ticks. Children should not use DEET without a
pediatrician's advice.
Travelers should also beware of eating and sleeping arrangements. Travelers may want to avoid open-air restaurants and outdoor
buffets where insect have easy access to food and beverages.
Postal Address: P.O. Box 40513, Philadelphia, PA 19106
When selecting hotels, travelers should check to see that the
rooms are screened or air-conditioned. Campers should use
Getting the jump on the job market, and getting credit for it
mosquito netting and never leave food or bev~rages unprotected:
Travelers should avoid jewelry and bnghtly colored clothmg,
Take charge of your professional future. Make yourself more competi~v~ by ha~ing "~" ex~~~nce on
cover
their
bodies as much as possible, and steer clear of non-moving
your resume! And if this experience takes place in one of the w?rld s mte~auonal power ~1t1es, ~e
bodies
of
fresh
water where mosquitoes can breed. Most of all avoid
rewards can be even greater. Washington, D.C. is such a city and with h~ndreds _of mternsh~p
walking barefoot and while on the beach , do not lay clothing on the
opportunities. The Institute for Experiential Learning (IEL) is o~e o~ several ~nternsh1? programs m
ground~ scents on the clothing may attract insects!
"lh.s.n,ny,ton. Ot. Mar; R~an. e~ecutive director of IBL, stresses, Whlle you _st,\\ ~ave time to plan for
\\\e ro.tute, ~ anvan\ai,C o\ a\\ \l\e educ.s.,ona\ 0\)\)01'\\ln\ties ';OU can. \n a tight 10b market, you need
HAVE A SAFE TRIP, AND A LOT OF FUN!!!
practical, on-site experience. A background in the professional workplace gives you the edge in landing
the right job after you graduate. The IEL program, the Capital Experience, is unique among Washington
THE PANTIIER
internship programs because it is academically based. Students generally earn up to 17 credits for it. :
PR\IRlE VIE\\ :\&'.\I l"'.\l\'ERSIT\'
Designed to be a serious learning experience tailored to each student's needs and goals, it stresses close
collaboration between the student, the on-campus faculty advisor, IEL staff and on-site sponsors.
Editor-in-Chief - Derald D. Powell
Individualized placements are made in a wide range of government agencies, businesses, professional
Man. editor / Business
Man. editor / Copy
offices and non-profit organizations. For more information call the Institute for Experiential Learning
Candice Y. Clay
Nicole N. Johnston
1735 l Street, N.W., Suite 716 Washington, D.C. 20006, or call (800) IEL -0070
Newsday editor
Newsweek editor
Michelle Fuentes
LaShonda Williams
Lifestyles editor
Sports editor
Ann Harvey
Paul Masterson
Advertising man.
Photographer
Latasha Ellis
Gitonga M'mbijjewe
Advertising staff
Circulation Manager
Ericka Felix
Leon Gilmore
How would you like to travel, meet new people, see new places while learning Spanish? Many_ Americ_ans
are discovering this is possible by participating in language immersion programs offered m Spanishspeaking countries. These programs are affordable with costs ranging from $150-$500 per week for
intensive Spanish classes, lodging meals, and other activities. To find out more about language travel,
consult a travel guide book, visit the study abroad office at any unive~it~ or ~ontact _a language travel
company. One such company is AmeriSpan U~limited .. ~m~riSpan speci~hzes m S~~1sh lan~age tra~el
to Latin America and offers programs in 25 different cities m the following countnes. Argentma, Chile,
Costa Rica, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, P~ama. Peru, Uru~~y, ~d ~e~ezuela Academic credit is available. Finally AmeriSpan donates a portion of each ~arttcip~t s tuition to
organizations and projects working to preserve the world's rain forests. For a press kit orqu~suons contact:
AmeriSpan Unlimited, USA& Canada (800)879-6640, Fax(215)985-4524, Internet: amenspan@aol.com

pril4
merging Leaders (Harrington Science Bldg.)

pril 5
ocus Seminar (MSC Ballroom)
pril 10
V Choice Awards
L---- - --····-· -/ -· - - . - - - )

To stretch whole back
• Sit on a chair or stool with back straight, feet flat on floor, slightly apart.
• Stretch ~s out in front of you at shoulder-level with left palm over back of right hand. (Do not
clasp or mterlace fingers.)
3 Gentle chest stretch

• Sit , hands behind back, one palm resting on top of the other. Keeping back straight,
push hands away from you, raising them as high as possible.
• Looking ~t~aight ahead, breathe out whi,le an imaginary thread attached to top of head pulls it
toward cetlmg. Hold for 12 counts. Return to start and repeat.
4 To help release shoulder tension
• Place fingers at base of neck and shoulders, elbows pointing out to the side.
• Gently rotate elbows forward eight times and then back eight times. Repeat t_wice.
5 To help release both neck and shoulder tension
• Standing or sitting, cross arms against chest. Raise elbows, keeping them horiz.onla\.
• Lightly grip shoulders with hands.
• Breathe out and stretch arms and elbows away from your body, keeping them ar shoulder level.
Return to start and repeat twice.

To relax entire back

• Lie on back, knees bent to chest. Keep base of spine totally flat against the floor, arms as shown.
• Breathe out and turn head to the right while dropping knees to left. Count to 12 and return
to start position. Repeat twice on each side. (Cosmopolitan, April 1995)

Assembly Plant in Arlington,
Texas, where he revised logic
programs for programmable logic
controllers which control conveyor drives, robotic operations
and heavy machinery sequencing.
Duke feels strongly about
the African American community.
Montreal Dukes
He said., "The AfricanMontreal Dukes is a 21- American community infrastrucear-old electrical engineering ture is decaying due to the thorajor. He is presently a junior oughly conditioned self-hate
om Fort Worth, Texas.
which stems from a lack ofknow\Dukes is an active student edge of self..
n the campus, participating in or"Once a man realizes that
anizations such as Tau Beta Pi, a his kind once ruled the world he
ational engineering honor soci- will defiantly rise and oppose any
ty, Fort Worth Foundation and attempt to enslave him.
pha Phi A.\pha Fraternity, lnc..
In \be summe~ of '9'l and -,

"

'94, Due teee,ve4 \be oppot\U·

ity to intern t th ~
Utiliti
lcctric Service Company. There
e learned in-depth the different
hnical aspects ofthe generation
smission and distribution of

I im our rightful p
rulers of the world. •

Jectricity .
Last semester,
kes worked with General Mo-

Gray's music attorney Anwas the one with the crush he re
gela Robinson stated, "My client is
A
secret
crush
turned
into
plied nicely that he was not a h
A magistrate in Aiken
Terry Gray, professionally anxious to get on with his life and County, S.C., on March 9 dropped murder after the March 6taping of mosexual and he wasn't interested
own as T-Bone, member of the pursue his music career along with a criminal domestic violence the Jenny Jones talk show.
He would later tell police that a
p group Da Lench Mob, was ac- the other members of Da Lench charge against soul singer James
The episode billed as 'Se- that time he was sick to his stom
uitted on murder charges of shoot- Mob". She continued, "We are Brown, 61,
cret Crushes on People of the same ach, but tried to act gentlemanly.
ng a man to death at a Los Angeles extremely elated that Mr. Gray has
Three day's later on Marc
It had been filed last De- Sex," unleashed a secret that ended
been acquitted.
wling alley last year.
in
tragedy.
9,
Amedure
was found dead, kill
cember following a scuffle with
"He is glad that he proved
Priority Records which
Apparently
Scott by two shotgun blasts to the chest
his wife Adrienne, 44.
cently released Da Lench Mob's his innocence. Mr. Gray is a very
Fifteen minutes late
A spokesmen for the Amedure, a gay bartender from
bum, Planet of Da Apes, sup- talented artist and exceptional hu- Godfather of Soul said the couple OrionTownship,Mich.,hadacrush Schmitz called 911 confessing t
rted T-Bone in his quest for ac- man being. He had the misfortune were trying to make amends, but on acquaintance Jon Schmitz.
the murder and explaining wha
of being accused of a heinous
uittal.
Schmitz was called on to happened on the show.
that , as of now, a divorce is still
Explained a spokesperson crime in the middle of his budding
the show, but only knew that somepending.
or Priority Records, "We posted career."
Gray and the other memBrown remains on proba- one had a crush on him.
is $1 .5 million bail immediately,
AlthoughJennyJones'pro- (* Articles found in People
be of D Lench Mob are slated to tion after serving two years in jail
d we stood behind Terry and
ducers said Schmitz was told it March 27, 1995)
lieved he was innocent. To say he:~line: West Coast tour begin- for an aggravated assault charge in could be a man or woman, Schmitz
1988
·
hat we are extremely happy for ning in Los Angeles March 15 at
claimed he was under the impreserry right now is an understate- the Whisky.
sion it was a women.
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Editorial Policy
The Panther is a bi-weekly publication supported through
advertising and student activities fees. Views expressed in The
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Kim Williams to set new course as Miss PV 1995-1996

Phi Beta Lambda's 'Campus Images' Miss Prairie View Reflections

gracious that the judges chose me
and relieved. I also feel obligated to
the school which is a large
The 26th Annual Miss Prairie responsibility. I hope I am able to
View Scholarship Pageant, "A contribute and serve in an effective
Tropical Enchantment", was held on manner and leave PV something
Friday, March 24 at 7 p.m. in the after the reign," said Williams.
In response to the
University Field House.
"Our greatest glory consists question- Did you suspect you'd
of not in never falling but in rising win? she said that although she has
every time we fall in life. Pain is had her title for almost a week," It is
inevitable but misery is optional," just now sinking in Miss Prairie
(from mother, Ms. Katherine C. View is no longer a dream but now
Williams) is the motto of the newly a reality."
Williams is a junior
crowned Mis Prairie Viel# 1995accounting
major from Dallas. She
1996, Kimberly N. Williams
plans
to
concentrate
on promoting
Williams received interview,
student
voting
especially
absentee
talent, and Miss Congeniality awards.
voting
in
the
Houston
and
DallasShe tied with contestant number one,
Fort
Worth
area.
"Voting
locally
Angela Johnson for the Miss
and
nationally
is
something
we
Congeniality award.
(African
Americans)
are
lacking,"
The pageant consisted of six
contestants; Angela R. Johnson, Williams said. Kim does not want
Yolanda L. Jordan, Andrea M. Parks, to devise a system but, remind
Rashaan Patterson, Stacie Valley and students of the need to vote.
by Gitonga M'mbiijewe
Williams, all who displayed poise.
The student body seems The 26th Annual Miss Prairie View Scholarship Pageant contestants with the former Miss Prairie View
vace,st'j\eandta\ent.Thecontes\al\\S pleased with the judges' decision. Donna Tomlinson (3rd from left) and executive producer and manager Ms. Betty Hall (center). L-R : Stacie
\\al\ me O'Q'QO'C\un\t"j to w'ln me neans W'l\\\ams has been swarmed with Valley, A.nge\a R. Johnson, 1st nmner-up Rahsaan Patterson, fiss Prairie View 1994-95, Ms. Betty Hall,
of the selected judges in the four phases compliments. Students are confident Miss Prairie View 1995-96 Kimberly WiJliams, 2nd runner-up Andrea M. Parks and Yolanda L. Jordan
of the competition: swimsuit, caJent, that Wi/Iiams will represent the
evening gown and interview.
university weJI. She plans to give
The talent section of the back and play an active role on until the fall. Her agenda is still being In addition she is a member of the responded, when asked how she felt
pageant ranged from singing and campus.
organized by Betty Hall, Miss PY manager. Eta Beta Chapter of Delta Sigma after the pageant. Although she did not
dancing to dramatic interpretations.
Williams' last minute Williams will be representing the university Theta Sorority Inc. Patterson is a receive the title Parks has an agenda of
Willams chose to perfonn a dramatic decision and first pageant was more in future pageants but she's not sure which Benjamin Banneker Honors her own. She plans to implement
interpretation, "What shall J tell my successful than she originally pageants she will be competing in.
student and has entered the race programs that will give students
Children who are Black" by Margaret anticipated. She had planned on
Upon graduation she plans to audit for SGA President.
incentives to participate in student
Burroughs. Dramatic interpetation participating in the pageant before, in North Eastern New York or Washington.
Second runner-up Andrea government. Addressing issues that
was not new to Kim, "I went to a but this year, her junior year, was She also hopes to become an actress, "That M. Parks is a junior biology major affect the African American
perfonning arts school and the poem her final opportunity before is another reason I want to move to New from Houston. She is a part of the community such as Contract with
had such an influence on me and it graduating. "It was not a matter of York," Williams added.
Campus Activities Board (CAB). America is on Parks' list of priorities.
applied to my life and I felt it might winning," Williams said. "I did not
The Miss Prairie View court She plans to work closely with
Williams concluded with a
make an impact," she said.
want to look back and say what if; I consists of a distinguished group of young Miss Prairie View to implement
word of advice to all, "Don't let fear
When asked her feelings felt that it would be an excellent women. The first runner- up is also a junior programs that will better the
stop you from competing because you
when she heard her name announced experience and it was," she added. accounting major from Kansas City, Mo. university.
will lose out on thecollegeexperience."
as the next Miss Prairie View A&M
The Miss Prairie View Rashaan Patterson is currently Student
"I was happy, I felt like
University she responded, "Honored, 1995-1996 reign does not begin Government Association Vice President and my hard work paid off," Parks
a member of the Student Allocations Board.

BY LA SHONDA WILLIAMS
Panther Staff

Miss Prairie View 1994-95 Donna Rose Tomlinson reflections
*Information taken from The
26th Annual Miss Prairie View
Pageant Souvenir Book.•

It was once suggested that
"some are born great, some achieve
greatness, and some have greatness
thrust upon them ."
Donna
Tomlinson is undoubtedly among
those who achieve greatness. She
was born 24 years ago to Mavis and
Lewin Tomlinson in Westmoreland,
Jamacia, but she had the courage to
seek her destiny far beyond the shores
of her homeland. Donna left behind
a fledging career in the hotel industry

and semi-professional singing career
to come to Prairie View A&M
University. She recognized that in
the fast-paced competition of today's
world, she had to fortify herself with
a college degree in order to realize
her dream of a career in hotel
management.
Since her matriculation at
Prairie View, Donna has compiled a
list of achievements that are too
numerous to mention. She entered
the University as a Banneker honors
student. and despite a debilitating
injury that threatened 10 forestall her

collegecareerinSpring 1993,shemaintains
no less than a 3.4 GPA. A few of her other
credits include the Honor Roll, Dean's List,
President's Student Advisory Board, Delta
Mu Delta, resident hall advisor, and the
University Concert Choir.
Her crowning achievement at this
University was being the first international
student to become Miss Prairie View A&M
University ( 1994-1995). During that period,
she was crowned Miss Black and Gold. In
reaching for greatness, Donna went on to
capture the title. Miss Black Texas
Metroplex ( 1994-1995). She subsequently
had to relinquish that title in favor of

renewing her commitment to her
studies. In addition to her
achievements, Donna works 20
hours a week on campus while
maintaining a full course load. She
has also had a recurring internship
with one of Jamacia's largest
hotels. Her personal philosophy is
that "In this world, there exists no
problems: only challenging
situations." She plans to challenge
anddefy the limitations that society
has set upon women by entering
the political arena and becoming
Jamaica's first female prime

minister. Donna continues to make
Prairie View and her country proud to
claim her as their own.
The title of Miss Prairie View
A&M University comes with the
responsibility of representing not only
the university, but Black women and
theBlackcommunity. Thisexperience
has taught me while representing this
institution of higher learning, I was
achieving one of the most challenging
and rewarding tasks of my life, and it
see Miss Prairie View page 5

The magazine that applauds the success of college students

continued from page 4

BY LA RESA RIDGE
Panther Staff
The Epsilon Beta chapter of Phi
Beta Lambda, a national business
organization, has published its first
issueof"CAMPUSIMAGES". The
magazine is, in the words of PBL's
president, Niles Dillard, "an attempt
to focus on the many uplifting and
outstanding achievements of our
generation." Featured in the
magazine are 13 "elite" students from
various departments on campus.
Among them are Demetric Mass
and DonnaTomlinson, Mr. and Miss
Prairie View 1994-95, Jerrold
Crowder, a SWAC and Division
One Player of the Week, NROTC' s
operation officer, Byron Moss and
David Radford, a senior biology
major listed in "Who's Who Among
Students in American Universities
and Colleges."
This magazine is more than just a
list of students. It features fulllength articles on Prairie View's
majorettes,theBlackFoxes, HBCUs
and their role in modem America
and an interview with the President,
Dr. Charles A. Hines. There is also
a list of scholarships available to
students and infonnation on how to
apply. The students, articles and
color photos make this magazine well
worth the $2.00 cover charge.
Response to the first edition has
been overwhelming. PBL has
received congratulations from
professors all over "the Hill."
President Hines commented that the
magazine is " ...outstanding, first
class and well done...." He also
challenged PBL to " ...keep up the
good work..." Falanda Limar, a
junior biology major, said,
"CAMPUS IMAGES is a positive
view of Prairie View. I enjoyed the
articles and the photographs,
especially the page featuring the
Black Foxes," of which she is a
member.
Phi Beta Lambda is a business
organization based on the
fundamental principles: service,
education and progress. In keeping
with its service commitment, PBL is
in the process of donating 20 teddy
bears to the Prairie View police
department as part of its Operation
Child Care program and its Annual
Pre-Thanksgiving Dinner, cosponsored by the Cooperative
Education Program, fed over 150
elderly and needy families in the

Waller, Prairie View and Hempstead
tri-city area last November . To
educate the community, the club
conducts business etiquette and
resume writing seminars and is
helping to boost awareness of the
Health Fair which will be held
Monday, April 3 from 12:00 - 8:00
p.m. at the Owens-Franklin Health
Center. Following the Health Fair,
the club is encouraging everyone to

College of Business and at major
University functions.
Theorganii.ation has great
plans for the magazine in the future.
Articles on college life, such as the
do's and don'ts of life in the
dormitories and how to adjust to
being on one's own, will beincluded
in future publications. Due to time
limitations the students selected in
the first edition were handpicked
by the
ogrian

However,
a criteria
will be
~

o r
future
editions
with the
goal of

f

1¥~•~

well -

My thanks to Colonel Pennywell
also for his support. Whenever I needed
anything all I had to do was call, and you
were there. I would like to say thanks to
to graduate chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity for their financial support in
aiding me in competition.
To Professor George Edwards,
we make beautiful music together; with
your excellent background tracks I could
sing forever.
Thanks to the generous
contribution of Miss Saundra Hetcher
and her excellent staff at Sculptures-byFace-i t.
To the helpful and
knowledgeable staff of Starlit Soiree,
wasonechallengelmetwithvigor thanks for always making me look like a
and zest. There have been many million dollars.
individuals who have contributed
To the Jamacia Tourist Board,
to my year of success, ant it would who ex.tended free international travel
be remiss of me not to thank them. and accommodations to me gracious
First, I thank Almighty thanks. io you the students who have
God for his love and for endowimt supported me in my endeavors, my heart
me with the talents and ao1\iw felt thanks. Without your presence and
which have conlri.bu\ed \o my SUPtl()rt, my. reign ~ou\d \\ave.
n

rounded

be part of 'Searching for the Stars
"3" ·, an Apollo-style talent show
contest. First prize is $100. The 40member club is sponsored by Mary
Wilson, Assistant to the Dean of the
College of Business, and Thomas
Harris, an accounting professor. An
alumni member, Fred Washington,
had the originated the idea for
Campus Images.
Members of PBL will sell
copies of the publication in Alumni
Hall and the Memorial Student Center
next week. Afterwards, it will be
available in the dean's office of the

{nl\
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M
ra I u
an
undying love to my parents and

student

• tn

you for> ur. upport
I h a I
To
my
uc
, be aware of
family
for
always
standing
behind
deserve
the honor that i being
towed upon
recogn1t10n.
Anyone wilh me.
To
Miss
Betty
Hall,
my
you.
it will be your responsibility to
knowledge ofa deserving candidate
should submit the application found manager, I say thank you for all represent the umv~i:sity ~ your rac~ to
the help and the support you gave the best ofyour ab1l1ty. EnJoy your reign

nearthebackofthemagazine. With
these additions, Prairie View will
be able to use CAMPUS IMAGES
asarecruitmenttool for prospective
students.
President Dillard would like to
recognize
the
following
contributors who were mistakenly
left off the list of credits: Brian
Barnes, Joseph Davis, Tamieka
Jackson and photographers Wiley
Henry and Gitonga M'mbijjewe.

m11h, I

me; in good times and bad. You and se,-rv-,e•u•s..w_e_JJ_.-=--====--,
were always there for me through
thick andthin.
To Mr. Frederick
Roberts, thank you for always
pushing me to be the bes ti can be.
The United Nations
To Mr. Hoover Carden and Mr.
was organized in San
Neil Baines of the Cooperative
Francisco in 1945 and
Extension Program, I extend my
moved to its permaundying gratitude for your support
nent headquarters in
both financially and morally.
New York City in 1952.
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NEWSWEEK

NEWSWEEK
PV alumnus nominated for rear admiral
BY AARON DAVIS
Panther Staff
Another Prairie View
graduate has been nominated for
flag rank, the highest category of
rank in the United States Navy.
Osie "V" Combs, a 1971
NROTC engineering graduate, is
the second PV graduate, behind
Admiral David Brewer, to attain
this honor.
After obtaining his diploma
from PV, Combs received a
master's degree from the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) and went on to

become the program manager for the
"SeaWolf,"theNavy'smostadvanced
submarine program.
Only with confirmation from
Congress can Combs be named as rear
admiral, the first step to becoming a
four-star admiral.
Nominations for this position are
held once a year with hundreds of
Naval officers as candidates. If he is
selected, Combs will make the sixth
African American on active duty to be
promoted to flag rank.
The Department of Naval Science
at PV was established in 1970, one of
the first such programs to be activated
ataHBCU.

Approximately 41 students, called
midshipmen, are currently enrolled in
the program which Lt. Victor Jackson,
a Navy ROTC instructor, said:
"Develops leadership ability and
instills self discipline, self confidence,
and a sense of responsibility."
Many of the midshipman who are a
part of the program maintain a high
GPA and are also active in several
organizations around campus.
PY' s Na\ly ROTC program is one
of the few to produce two African
American graduates who have been
selected for flag rank.
Lt. Col. Charles A. McLaurine, the

head of the Department of Naval
Science, says the nomination will bring
distinction to the program at PV.
"[The nomination] merely
highlights the quality of naval officers
and midshipmen here [at PV],"
McLaurine said, "I only hope there
will be many who follow in the
footsteps of these two men [Brewer
and Combs]."
Both Admiral Brewer and Combs
are expected to attend the celebration
May 12, in honor of the first Naval
class to graduate PV 25 years ago.

Meningitis hits
PV student; TDH
lists symptoms

Jones' SGA era ends; new elections set for April 11
BY LATASHA ELLIS

new SGA oresident : "To be an students."To the students, Jones said
administrati\le president is easy, but to
Panther Staff
,"You can fool the whole world down
be a sllldents president is to be w!th the
the pathway of years, and get pats on
'The cunen\ tcign of \he
\996.
the back as you pass. But your final
\9()3.()4\ Stu6cn\ Govemmen\
Toe SGA. is a\so \oo\dng
reward will be heartache and tears if
Association administration ends into redesigning the Memorial
you '"e cheated the person in the glass.
this semester. Elections for new StudentCenter; that project is headed
Don't forget from whence you've
officers are set for Tuesday, April by the Sophomore Design Class.
come because there is only one
11.
Auendance at SGA
university of the First Class."
But the impression in the
meetings has almost doubled, and
The Office of the SGA
minds of a large group of students
Jones and his administration hope
wishes to remind all students that all
and faculty is that the
more students will \lote in upcoming
financial aid packets are due on April
administration headed by Kevin
SGA elections on Tuesday April 11.
15 and all university scholarship
Jones was marked by great change
Jones has announced that
applications are due on April 4. All
and innovative ideas In the words
he will not be running for re-election
scholarship applicants must have a 2.5
of " Kl", " The struggle will be
as president of S.G.A.. He said he
G.P.A. or better.
over but the fight will live on".
would like to give others the
SGA under Jones was
opportunity to govern a body "of the
Kevin Jones, SGA President
responsible for several projects
first class." . He had this to say to the
such as the building of a park for
the students across from the tennis
and PV Inn, and will include a
pavilion, picnic benches, swings,
as well as monkev bars and new
greenery. The estimated completion
date for this project will be spring of

Houston gets new area code
The Houston Metro area has
grown tremendously causing
Southwestern Bell to install a new·
area code "281" 10 service the Metro
area. This action will occur on
telephone numbers assigned after
March I, 1995.
This will affect the way calls
are made within the 713 area.
Southwestern Bell will allow the same
seven- digit dialing pattern to be in
effect from March 1,1995 - March
1,1996.
There will be no need to dial

"713" when placing a call within the
713 area. After March 1,1996, if you
wantto call your next doorneighbor
you must dial 713 and then the
number. These calls will remain free
local calls. You will not be charged
for a tong distance call. Along with
the growing Houston Metro area, the
theft of telephone equipment is on
the rise.
The missing telephone
equipment was reported 10 the
telephone office several days after
the incident. The thefts have also
been reported to the DPS.

A Prairie View A&M
student was hospitalized
Thursday, March 23 with the
diagnosis
meningococcal
meningitis (a bacterial infection).
We contacted the Texas
Department of Health (TOH) for
special public health instructions
and treatment requirements for
thosewhomayhavebeenexposed.
TOH recommended treatment for
those who may have had close
contact. They did not recommend
treatment of casual contacts.
Treatment of close
contacts and roommates is ongoing. Additionally. we are
prepared to provide treatment for
casual contacts upon request.
Should you experience
any of the following symptoms,
please seek professional medical
advice:
.... Headaches
....Flu like symptoms
... . Fever
....Inability to touch chin to chest
due to neck pain
You may visit the Owens-Franklin
Health Center Monday-Friday 8
a.m. - 6 p.m., see your private
physician, or go to another public
health clinic, should you feel the
need for treatment. If additional
information is required, call 8572511. Your questions 'Yill be
answered during regular clinic
hours Monday-Friday 8 a.m. - 6
p.m.

Department of
'fransportatio
wishes to con-

cars, trucks, motorcycles.and
constructiOn and fann equipment
lost to theft.

,..f_:::..

Total vehldes stolen,

....

,~

'83

'93

Vehldes stolen, t,y month In '93
12,000
9,000
6,000
3,000
0

cars s1o1en most otten
Olds Cutlass
Buick Regal
3,915
ChevyCamaro
-2,488
Ford Mustang
•
2,181
Pontiac Grand Prix
1,822

a

Cadillac DeVille
Chevy Caprice

Buick LeSabre

•

a

1,619
1,529

t,350
Chevy Monte carto ■ 1,296

11\lillill

JFMAMJJASOND

SOURCES: Jotv, Sharp. TeJCaS Comptroller
ol P~ie Accounts and Texas
Department of Public safety.

BY BRIAN KEHINDE
Panther Staff
Eric and Derrick Richardson share a
lot in common. Both are juniors at
Prairie View A&M University. Both
are electrical engineering majors.
Both share a similar goal in life-to
start their own business in the near
future. The Richardsons are twin
brothers. Successful and exceptional.
Eric was recently elected second Vice
President of the National Association
ofAfrican American Honors Program
at the Third Annual Conference in
Memphis, Tenn.
Derrick shared his "iews on
engineering, the future, and the

corporate world goes, I would rather
own my own business with my
brother."
Derrick was a good source of
information, since he works in the
Benjamin Banneker Honors College
on campus, of which he and Eric are
steadfast members. They are firmly
rooted in the belief that people can
do anything if they work hard and are
consistent. Not only are the brothers
talented in mathematics and
engineering, but also in the
performingans. DuringtheMemphis
Eric Richardson
NAAA Honors Conference, they and
Brandon Wallace performed a
academic progress of African
dramatic original oration entitled,
Americans. 'Tm going to get my
"Struggling With the Ins." Derrick
doctorate degree after I graduate
said all three of them wrote the skit
from here," he said. "As the

gratulate the
honorees in th
recent convocation

together to address the challenges
facing black graduates entering their
respective fields in the present day.
Derrick also spoke about
the purpose of the honors programs,
which are to "help African American
students network with their peers
and potential business associates. It
is important to maintain these
contacts, and to be awarded for your
achievements by your own people."
Derrick and Eric graduated from
Skyline High School in Dallas, and
were attracted to Prairie View
because it has the second best
engineering program in the nation.
Derrick does not mince
wordsabouthisplanshere. "I always
knew that one of my main goals was

to increase the number of African
American Ph.D. holders," he said.
With this in mind, he and Eric will
continue to strive and keep the light
shining in the eyes of all engineering
hopefuls.
With Eric's new position as
Second Vice President, he will be
primarily responsible for organizing
and planning an effective conference
next year at Hampton Uni\lersity in
Virginia, which will consist ofstudents
form many historically black colleges
and universities which maintain honors
programs. The PYAMU junior has
plans to attend graduate school to
pursue a terminal degree in electrical
engineering
or
engineering
management.

Cooperative Extension Administrator Hoover retires
The services of \be Cooperative
A ma·
unrnc.ll\
"Extension
have
now
expanded
to
serve Carden was theresrorati 0 f
th
• .
•
the Southeast Texas area.
.
.
a you
Carden s m110lvrment m the
Carde
Jainedlhe
.
camp,nlhearea. Hesaid, 'lwantedto Cooperative &tension has catainly
. nexp .
~ J t y expand the program inromore Texas madeadifferenceatPVAMU. Carden
ofacooperallveex1ens1onsaymg,
'11le counrieses,_..ialJyw'--weha1,1er•~b
•
· Praine
· · V,ew
·
•
•
.
.
,-,..,• ..,
.....,
wi-11 conunue
to Ii ve ,n
thing that 1s· most rlc
fascmaung
•'-- umvers,ry
·
· on a
· th · · tobome high concenttations of minority and and pJans Io help u.n;;

BY TRANISHA D. WALLACE
Panther Staff

Hoover
Carden,
administrator of Prairie Vie.w's
Cooperative Extension, has retired
after 23 years of service.
The
Cooperative
Extension honored Carden last
Tuesday, for his 23 years as
administratorandmorethan 12years
as an extension agent.
Former Miss PY AMU,
Donna Tomlinson, sang DianaRoss'
Hoover Carden, Cooperative
"The Best Years of My Life", in
Extension Administrator
tribute to Carden.
Carden was instrumental in
getting the new ,Cooperative Extension building two years ago.

°:?

abo~t extension wo 1s at 111s a ur
helpmg people who ha\le the greatest
need. We are able to provide
information that many folks need to
move into the mainstream of society."
In his years of service with the
Cooperative Extension Carcden has
seen an increase in funds from
$327,000 in 1972, to more than $3
million currently.
Cardenhasworkedtoincrease

TSEA convention

Vehicle theft
The number of vehicles stolen in
Texas has deaeased since 1991,
but in 1993 owners saw 116,351

PV student elected V Pat NAAA annual honors program

On March 24-26, members Secondary Level, Classroom
of the Texas Student Education Management, and AIDS in the
Association attended their annual classroom. The members received
state convention in Austin. Members several helpful ideas to assist them in
to attend were PresidentRobert their teaching careers. The trip was
McDonald, Vice-President Sherry funded by fund-raising activities and
Burns, Secretary Tanisha Tate, donationsfromStudentActivitiesand
members: Tiamoyia Lee and Kenya theStudentGovemmentAssociation.
White. McDonald, Bums, and White Anyone interested in joining T.S.E.A.
served as delegates in the House of may contact Mrs. Randolph in the
Delegates. Several workshops were College of Education (ext. 4420).
presented at the conference. Some of Meetings are held every first and
these included Resumes and third Wednesdays at 3 p.m. in room
Interviews, How to Achieve the Most 304 of the NCLB.
from your Professional Organization,
First Year Teacher: Elementary and

____,

low income people."
part-time basis.
Carden has been concerned
with such inner-city problems as teen
pregnancyanddrugabuse. Asaresult
the Cooperative Extension developed
health initiatives which provide
programs and
---~--------------•
information
geared toward

black landownership and has received
honors from USDA officials, as well as
the notice of go\lemors.

Mike'S Auto Parts
OualilY Used Auto Parts since 1979
r.

Prairie View

Community Health Fair
FREE
Children's lmmunlzallons

•~

'Z@,

Health Scraanlngs.educallon-Semlnara
forallagn
Monday, Aprll 3

12:00-8:00 p.m.
OwlM-ftlnldlnttlllltl eemPrllMVleWAIMClmpua
AverueAat3nl

Located on highway 290 East... 826-8225
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lVIORE THAN .JUST A JMONTH AT PV

Alice Jones Drew
MARTIN LAWRENCE

During Dr. Drew's tenn as President.
Mrs. Drew was an outstanding instructor in the mathematics department and
the home economics department at
PVU, where she influenced the lives
of hundreds of students. She constantly promoted the growth and development of the university as she
entertained students and staff. Drew
served as a source of inspiration and
guidance to young people. She was
also active in the community, this is
evident because of her ongoing community serving classes for women re-

WIL L

Drew Hall

BY PlllLLIP HARRISON
Special to the Panther

One of the most influential first
ladies in Prairie View A&M
University's history was Alice Jones
Drew. Drew was born in Edwardsville,
Ill. where she attended Edwardville
Public Schools and received her high
school education. Upon graduating
she pursued higher education at the
University of 111inois where she received her Bachelor of Arts Degree
from Cornell University. Because of
her quest for excellence Drew continued her studies at the University of
Texas, Traphagen Design School in
New York and she studied in Paris,
France for over a year.
While teaching in the public
schools of Web ter Grove, Mo. Drew
met and married Jesse Monroe Drew
in 1937, who later became president
here at Prairie View during the sixties.

Alice Jones Drew
~~~~~~~~~~~~

siding in the Prairie View community.
Drew was laid to rest in
Edwardsville, Ill. on Oct. 30, 1966.
Shortly after her death in Septemberof
1972 a $3,467,600.00-250 room
women's residence hall complex, was
constructed and named in her honor.
"We have so much to be proud of,
KEEP PRAIRIE VIEW ALIVE."

Look for suggested
readings in the
April 13th issue
,.,..,

J'

An African-American dilemma
BY RAY ALEXANDER

all other African-American male combatzone. Alloftheseinstitutions general public. I am in no means
newscasters and commentators wear hire employees. The federal govern- trying to justify violence or deviant
"air-fros"? Not meaning to imply that ment uses "him" as a scapegoat or the behavior. I'm just putting things in
I am mostly concerned about
something is wrong with "air-fros", reason for raising taxes. The media the proper perspective. This "him"
African-Americans in our society bedoes exist, but not in the numbers or
it's an identity thing. what about the provides the "proof'.
cause we are very frequently the subIs
there
truly
a
"him",
and
if
so
in the fashion portrayed in the media.
professional athletes, aren't they
ject of violence and deviant behavior
who
is
he?
Well
just
tum
on
the
This whole phenomenon can be
mostly all African-American? Yes
in the media. I don't believe this is so
television,
or
click
the
radio
dial
"Rush
called
institutional racism. Africanthey are, but we all know that they are
because African-Americans are, hojust a bunch of overpaid college drop- Limbaugh", and you'll see and hear Americans are the oppressed party in
listically speaking, violent or deviouts, who get paid millions for just about him. He'll be in dark color, he'll this relationship. The media, as it did
ant. We are portrayed in this way
playing a game. One could ask the have a faded or bald haircut. He'll be in the days of slavery and reconstrucbecause it serves to perpetuate the
questions or wonder endlessly. The colorfully dressed in loose-fitting tion, plays an integral part in the opviolence that does exist. How does
question that comes to mind is, "What clothing, and he may be wearingjew- pressive system. It serves as a perthis perpetual phenomenon play a
is the motivation behind these mass- elry. He'll speak a language that is a petual cofactor. African-Americans
part? Well, consider the following
media teachings?" Reflect back to derivative to the old Slave Dialect. have done very well in going around
situations as a means to approaching
our social specimen. Although he is Humph - this guy sounds and looks many of the barriers of this oppressurprisingly like most young African sive system. Many trip and fa\\, and
an answer.
doesn't feel like an outcast. The prod- the primary victim, he is not the pri- -American males. You'll hear bow be don't have the energy to get up. We
I contend that the amount of uct of all these teachings is a "gang- mary target. Those who know him murders, and car-jacks on a whim. must make the mediaaccountab\e fot
self-esteem, a sense of self-worth, banger". Insteadofbeingasoldierin personally,arenotafraidofhim. They How does one who is far re~oved its actions. P..nd neuua\i-z.c a\\ O\M.t
moral and social values are products, the U.S. Anned forces, he is a soldier know he's not an animal. They see from him, midd\c-c\ass Ahican- U>C>\ o{ ·
,ou:
c"'1
hit\'&
within every individual, or our im- in the Inner-City Civil War. Instead him as a kid gone bad. Those w~o hmcticans. uto\)Can-hmctican , th llffl and i.vin ut "i\dt n
mediate environment. When inves- of practicing law in a couruoom, he don't lmow him per onall 'are afraid etc... , di tingui h him from olhers who smooth, not nec~Jy traight. path
ligating why someone speaks acer- devises strategies to spend as little of him. They think he's an animal look like him. Most don't. It's easier to success. It's their right and ~ur
lain language, one will find that the time in jail as possible. Instead of who, invariably, needs 1~ be pur away to assume that if someone looks like children a smooth. l10I r:=~ly
I
· w·ng
him as a victim and attempt- for life. When they see
most simple, non-complex conclu- vie
k him,
ti ththey
· hold
J the devil, he is the devil. Therefore, straight. path to success.
I ·ItsJtheir and
· to re-educate him or rehabilitate their purses and chec or err wa - methods of distinction are obsolete our responsibility! So imp ore you
sion
is people
that this
person
uphJ~1mg , society is taught to despise and lets. When the police seesb him,Wh
they and unnecessary. A reinforcing and to get busy whatever it takeshto effect
around
who
spoke grew
that Ian,
th
guage. For example, take a two and fie ar him.
immediately prepare com at_.
en very important factor is the manner in this drastic and necessary c ange.
This e ntire process places this judges and politicians campaign, ey which the media reports him to the
a half year old child who speaks
English, totally remove him from his person in a very negative state of promise to on_ly
English-speaking environment and being. As a result, he has very low give him three mi~. en- self-esteem and disturbs society be- takes before he ts
place him in a Spanish-speakmg
vironment, research has shown that cause of his paradoxical teaching. inevitably senwhen this person reaches adulthood, And most importantly, he feels as if tenced to a life of
hewillinvariablybeaSpanish-speak- all his educational, social, and eco- hard and free labor.
ing person regardless of his race. Not nomical shortcomings, are due to his The gun manufactbln■H ileltaurant
MACINTOSH alllUTO &
only will he speak Spanish, his cus- own infectiousness. Who is this turers (politicians)
735 10th StrNt ll1qaeud, TX (409) 8Z6-4335
PRimR.
produce
toms,modeofthought,andhisentire person's teacher? It's the media! At mass
FfET EVERYDAY--OPEN 7 DAYS
perspective on life will generally be every opportunity, they degrade the weapons to be
Ca.plete syst• only
(111 ltema & Saad S.)
Opell flwll 1l UL•
S499.
from a Spanish -speaking person's African-American, the male in par- shipped in areas
9p.nl....ildays
Call Chris at
UIICh ButM.-S4.9S-11:1Sa.m.-2:30p.ffl.
ticular. Consider for instance, the where there are
point of view.
111-219-5615
Dmar IMfL..SS.9S-5:1Sp.m.-a:30p.m.'
Now instead of considering evening news. For some undisclosed large concentra~OIIIIIISAV~
the language perspective, consider reason, they find the most non-intelli- tions of "HIM" .
Jolwl6J/14tWol,0.what happens to that child when gent, darkest skinned, and ignorantly The majorcommisplaced in an environment that rings boisterous African-American, and do sions, ex ponena--Hwy290
of violence and deviant behavior. the closest close-up, making his face tially, more police
-Mernpatead
This environment is real and imag- encompass the entire screen? How officers every year
Mailing Products---- <-- from Stop ...
ined and excludes phychoses and often have you seen them go to ex- to help strike him
Send SASE to: INTL
Go and
mental disorders. Take a two and a tremes to find a picture of an alleged out . The building
McD«mld"•}
2221 PwullllN Road N.E.
SUIIIIM11
half year old child and throughout "Black" felon. They'll use elemen- contractors build
-We accept most major
Alanta, GA 30D
credit cards and checks!
his life tell him to be successful in tary and high school yearbook pic- new police stations,
life and not to be a bum or a societal tures if necessary. When positive or prisons, and hospiRATES & POLICIES: $2.00 for the first 15 words, 10 cents for each
leech. Teach him to desire material non-violent issues are being reported tals. Agencies like
additional word per nm. must be paid in advance. There are NO refunds.
possessions, and that those posses- and young African-American males the ATF and the
- Toe Panther reserves the right to refuse advertising that it Judges to
sions are the symbols of wealth and are involved, it is almost invariably FBiareabletoconpromote violence, illegal activity, is demeaning In ~aracter ot could
success. Tell him that the whole deal something about "Mid-night" basket- duct surveillance
possibly harm or injure any of our const1uents.
is void if those possessions are at- ball. What kind of message does that missions and sting
TO PLACE AN AD, CALL ( 409) 857-21 32 BETWEEN 8AM AND SPM!
tained through less than honorable S~l\.d? Wl)y_must Bryaot.QuJl)ble, and operations in the
Special to the Panther

means. But throughout all of these
teachings, do not expose him to people
who have achieved success--the honorable way. And do not tell him or
teach him the process by which he can
attain these goals. Show him that
whenever someone who looks like
him has the material possessions that
supposedly indicates success, that this
person has achieved those possessions
by less than honorable means. This
person will develop intrinsic and extrinsic defense mechanisms, in order
to deal with society. He will seek an
existence that allows him to be himself. And an environment in which he
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Dr. E. R. Owens, living legend

EYES ON THE PRIZE
iknow
i was supposed to keep
my eyes on the prize
my attention fixed on the mountain top
my heart set
on the promised land of freedom •.•
but i couldn't get past
emmett till's mangled head
couldn't get past
the gaping hole in martin's face
couldn't get past
malcolm 's shattered chest
medger's ripped back
the molding c9rp~es
of those
civil~rights workers
rotting
in muddy ·
philadelphia, mississippi waters
i couldn't get past

The Citizens State Bank in
Hempstead, Texas Black History
Month exhibit features one of Prairie
View's outstanding achievers, Dr.
Emery Roswell Owens, retired university physician and medical director.
Owens, a native of Smithville,
Texas, an honor student at Smithville
High School and son of the late Dr. &
Mrs. Charles Clinton Owens, joined
Prairie View as a physician in 1941,
and remained until his retirement in
1989. He received his undergraduate
education at Fisk University, began
medical studies at Meharry Medical
College in Nashville and completed
the M.D. at Physicians and Surgeons
College, Boston, Mass. He did an
internship at Boston City Hospital.
the shredded flesh
-ln aoci1i10n to serving as uri1of those fOUl' innocent black girls
versity physician and medical director
blown to b\ts wb\\e tting
at Prairie View, Owens was physician
to "all of Wa11er County and surin the house of god
rounding areas. He was the first Afritouldn1 t get past
can American on the staff at Waller
the volcanic come of those water hoses
County Hospital, (where he became
.mowlae dOfll'D die bll,cJt. et11botl#rrterd
Chiefof Staff), Waller County Health
oltbe
Officer and president of the Tri-County
Dr. Emery Roswell Owens
lib IJelpless blades orgn,a
Medical Society. In 1978 Prairie
f couldn't get past
View honored him by naming the new ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
all those black women
hospital the Owens-Franklin Health
.
being
stomped and dragged
Center. In 1988, the university in- Texas Medical Association.
membership
in
the
American
Medical
Owens is a member of Alpha
like they .were heavy loads
ducted him into the Prairie View Sports
Hall of Fame in tribute to his service as Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc., the AME Association, the National Medical Asof the n ~ t-garbage•.•
physician to the athletic department, Church, and Sigma Pi Phi Fraternity. sociation and the Texas Medical Assonow i lmo'1 i was suppose to keep.
attending all home games and travel- He is married to the former Julia Fortes ciation.
my eyes on the prize
Another special joy for Owens
ing with the football team for 25 years. and they have 2 daughters: Rosalyn
but i just :eouldn't get past
He was also on the courtesy staff at Mason of Los Angeles and Carolyn are the visits and correspondence from
emmett tiH's.mother's
many
of
the
h~dreds
of
babies
he
Memorial Hospital in Houston and Westbrook of Tyler, Texas, and 3
fa~. ,~~ ·with tears
delivered
now
adults.
The
warm
and
taught anatomy and physiology at the grandchildren. His sons-in-law are
compassionate
manner
in
which
he
Prairie View School of Nursing. The Dr. Carl Westbrook of Tyler, Texas,
heart'an~ lungs Incinerating fire
governor named Owens Honorary Ad- OB-GYN, and jazz drummer Harvey dealt with his many patients carries .. gats _
cburnlpg stone like a cement grinder
miral of the Texas Navy, and the title Mason. Dr.Owensenjoysreadingand over into his retirement years as does . and wtio'·c'(jWd·get past that boy's head?
of Honorary Colonel was bestowed on visits from former Prairie View fac- his talent for storytelling and fatherly
mangted J ·
him by the Prairie View Army ROTC. ulty and administrators from across and professional advice to all who will
spHt
Waller County Commissioner's Court the nation as he lives in retirement here listen. His connections with family
are
strong
as
he
has
a
twin
sister,
swollen
awarded him a 1992 citation for meri- in the city of Prairie View. His wall is
Jennnie
Lacey
of
Washington,
D.C.,
like an abused rotten watermelon ...
torious achievement and Wyatt Chapel adorned with plaques, certificates and
and
a
sister
Charlessta
McPeters
of
Church presented him a Certificate of medals presented to him by such orgayes
nizations as Delta Sigma Theta Soror- Lawton, Oklahoma. A younger
Merit.
iknow
He has received many citations ity, Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc., brother, Dr. Eugene Owens, a Lawton,
i was supposed to keep
and awards for his professional and Boy Scouts of America, U.S. Public Oklahoma physician, died in I98 I.
my eyes on the prize
Owens continues to be highly
civic contributions. The National Health Service, Parent Teacher Assobut you're gonna
Medical Convention selected him as a ciation of Waller, Texas, Prairie View regarded not only as physician but as
friend,
adviser,
role
model
and
citizen.
have to excuse
member of the awards committee at its ROTC and the Jack & Jill, Inc., the
The
exhibit
also
features
fonner
1977 meeting in Los Angeles and Prairie View Chapter. Proclamations
myobsession
Governor Dolph Briscoe named him in his honor have been issued by the Congresswoman BarbaraJordan, Genwith the bitter sting
to the state hospital licensing advisory City of Houston, the Texas State Sen- eral Colin Powell and Barbara Jacket,
from all the blood
board. Zeta Phi Beta Sorority chose ate, the Texas A&M University Board Prairie View A&M Athletic Director.
in my eyes...
him "Man of the Year" in tribute to his of Regents, and President Franklin D.
BROTHER ZAYID
work. Owens was a panel moderator Roosevelt, for teaching Army nursing
taken
from
the
Sept.
1994
issue
of
Essence
magalint
and did a curbside con ultation for the students in World Warn. He ha5"held

three

.

,.,.,,,,,,,,...ru,...,,,,,,,.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
HEALTH RESOURCES AND SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
BUREAU OF PRIMARY HEALTH CARE

.. ... . . .

.. .
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Never Can There Be Another
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POETS ON THE HILL
True Love

For Our Love
For our love
there's nothing I wouldn't do
Even if you decided to leave
I would always love you.
For our love
here's a candle that I'll burn
because throughout this
relationship
there's a lot that we must
learn.
For our love
there's many love songs that
I'll sing
until our special day
when I give you a diamond
ring.

My precious love
will guide you through the
night
as we hold each other close
until the morning light.
words cannot express
the way that I feel
but I know in my heart
that our love is so real.
My heart is here for you
so please stand by my side
because my heart is so true
and there's nothing I would
hide.

Lover of my life, sweet child of mine,
Someone as beautiful as you is very hard to find,
I've looked near and I've looked far,
I've climbed the highest mountain, and
searched passed the farthest star.
I've swam the deepest ocean,
I've walked a million miles, only to find
That you are the true queen of the Nile
,,_
You are brighter than the sun, and radiant as the moon.
I can feel the Jove you bring, each time you step in the room.
You claim the seas and chase the rain,
You massage my mind and ease my pain
And so I leave you with these last words
My lover, you are my heart and there can never be another.

% _ ,.

):i~\~i~::;1ff:;[:; avens

._. ·

Melvin Douglas McClain

Larger Than Life
Large,
larger than n-e-body
That's what we could be
Me an' you bro'
Makin' that dough
Sellin' sno'
To our peoples around
the way
Watch 'em die
day after day
Watch 'em
slippin' away

Melvin Douglas McClain Jr.
Miguel Williams

Just Kickin' It

run throb

:v4ru.y

Monday night is a good time to chill
Teacher gave me home work
he's on the ID
Tuesday wanted to hang out all night
Midterms has come

·ousi
1 .·. -~ ,

'The One and Only

Makin' mad ducats
pockets fat
Wearin' gats
'Cause we always strapped
Gotta watch my back

My looks on the outside makes me look soft and snuggly,
But the thoughts in my mind are downright ugly.

Oh shit, here come the m---f--- cops.
5-0
Sweatin'me

now things are kinda tiJht

The words I say are full of lies and deceit,
ru say anything to get you between my sheets.
When we're walking I casually look over my shoulder,
rm just checking to see if any of my other women are coming over.
When you come to my room a single girl doesn't call all night,
The fact of the matter is, the ringer's off, answering machine on low.
This is what keeps the game tight.

. :~:

'

'

/

..

terora

,:··

:, :·

.• . .

.,

·r,

cursed for infifilty, ·
· 'tely .cursed to LiveJt Life of solitu · '
. .· .fafy Life tunni11i:1: . ;' ; . ,
..
· g through the

When we're out walking we never pass Suarez or Drew,
'cause if WC did,
you'd find out how many women I talk to.

~vens.

Say fellas.
Have you ever called your girl and she wasn't where she said she was going to be,
she's on cloud nine,
your woman is with me.
When were in bed you think,
"I've never fcit this great in my life."
I can do it good and long,
your man just ain't doing it right.

I run through space;
Space is a Lonely and dismal place,
But it is a place that leall home,
Home is where the heart is, .
ADd my heart is runningl
Running through the beavcm.

.

I'm smooth as silk. and at times, tougher than nappy hair.
YES! I am the one and only,

PL.?l.%~
Jeremy Drake

Wednesday wanted to have a little fun
My boyfriend saw me with another guy
Now I'm on the run.
Thursday I just hung in front of Alumni
Got so full I thought I'd die.
Friday, the weekends here
Hope my hang over goes away
My boyfriend came by to stay
Saturday going to the party of the year
Gonna get my mack on
Damn my boyfriend is here
Saturday say I'm going to start the week off right
Plans failed my boyfriend came over that night.

Always harassing me

Pimpslapping me
Jackin' me
Don't they know I'll blast 'em G
Cool as f--k

Gotta duck down jacket on my back
Yeah, I got crazy loot
Check out my Timber land boots
Looking like I got it made
Got me a tight-ass fade .

Just kickin' it all will with intentions of graduation coming near.
Graduating from college is my biggest fear.
How is life after living on the yard
I bet going to work everyday is very hard.
I'd just as soon stay here

Everyone knows me
l kick it everyday, drinking my beer.
A college degree is why l came
Sometimes l get so full l can't remember my name
What am I going to do when I'm forced to leave
I'm having so much fun smoking leaves.
l don't want to face responsibilities
I ain't going nowhere
I'm kickin' it and shootin' the breeze

But shit is dead Dread
Now it's the FEDS
Coming around my spot
'Cause there's a snitch on the block
Shit is hot Pops.
Gotta make a move
real smooth
Can't sleep
All l do is creep
Now they got me locked down
And all I hear is the sound of the A.K. in my head
You're dead

/.Romeo
Willie "D"
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LIFESTYLES

omedy explosion hits Prairie View
Panther Express Excerpt

Busdriver". An uproar of
laughter erupted at the site of his
Saturday March 25, purple suit.as he entered the
began with a bang, but ended stage.
with an explosion.
The final comic, Billy
The night began al 7:30 D, sought the crowd' s
p.m. with the Campus Comedy participation as he toyed and
ips for a positive interview:
Explosion . The comi cs have prodded the crowd into heckling
performed on popular comedy him. Billy D also entertained
Use your interviewer's name/title and last name from time to time as you speak. Never use the interviewer's first
shows that include: HBO 's Def the crowd by encompassing his
ame
unless you have been specifically requested to do so.
Comedy Jam , BET ' s Comic electric piano into his comedic
View, Uptown Comedy Club, act. Billy D also invited a Prairie
Phrase your questions so that you sound sure of yourself. Ask, "What are the duties of this job?"
Evening a1 the Improv in Los View student up on stage as a
Angeles, Calif. and Showtime at part of his act. The student, Jason
Use good grammar. If you are unsure of your grammar, practice before your interview.
the Apollo.
Bell from San Diego, Calif., was
asked to play part of the chord
Use good diction. Say "yes" instead of "yeah".
The show began with that Billy D was playing. As
PV's own AI ma.Icing his first Billy D went faster, Jason Bell
Don't fill pauses in the conversation with "ahs" and "uhms".
appearance. Derrick El I is, a was able to keep up as the
comic himself, was the Master of crowded cheered.
Don't punctuate sentences with vocal habits as "you know", "like", and "okay".
Ceremonies . Montana Taylor
After the show came to a
provided her name-brand comedy close, the party was able to start
Use active verbs when you talk about your skills and experience. Say "I organized", "I supervised". "I analyzed",
as she entered the crowd, picking only a few minutes after the
o
emphasize your strengths .
on members of the audience.
show. Prairie View students
Another comic that welcomed the Campus Activities
Don' t "think", "guess", or "feel" about anything. These indecisive words make you appear less than assertive.
performed was Slik Willie "The Board throwing their first party
after a long vacation.
Avoid such negative terms as "pretty good" or "fairly well". When you talk about your skills and experience,
se positive, strong words ''The conference I organized ran well".

areer Education
elpful hints for students

or additional information contact the Career Education Coordinator, 311 Anderson Hall

The 10 Most Promising PV

Students Coming Soon!!!

p11p ~ ~ this
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Spring Fest
MONDAY, April 17
12 00 Noon
12.00-3 30 pm
5.00 pm
7.00 pm
8.00 pm
TU ESDA Y, April. I 8
12 00-2 00 p.m
5.00 p.m
700 p.m
WEDNESDAY, April. 19
II 00-1 .00pm
12 00-2.00
3.00p.m
7 00 p.m
THURSDAY, April. 10
1100-1:00p.m
I OOpm
5·00 pm
700pm
FRIDAY, April. 11
II 00-1 OOpm
I :00-3 OOp.m
5:00 p.m
700pm
9 00 p.m
SA TURDAY, April 21
12 00 pm
8 00p m
SUNDAY, April ZJ
7 00 p.m

Movies "Travelogue ofCountries"-J B Coleman Library
Scavenger Hunt-Campus Wide
Chinese Dragon-Alumni Hall Quad
International Show-Alumni Hall West Wing
African Dance Troupe-Alumni Hall West Wing

•

Picnic/Lip Sync
Jam Session- MSC Food Court
Brown Sugar Music/ Drama - Fieldhouse$
Jam Session -MSC Food Court
Talk Show - Food Court
Movies/ Spads and Dominos ~ Jumament
Fashion Show-Fieldhouse
"360 Degrees For those that like it hot"S
Jam Session-Food Court
Snap Off - Front of MSC
Yard Show TBA - Abner Davis Quad
University Talent Showcase & Pany- Fieldhouse$

~

••
••
•
••

Jam Session - Food Court
Talk Show - MSC Food Court
Yard Show-Front of Fountain
Stomp Fest/ Exhibition-Fieldhouse S
Pany -Fieldhouse S

Spring Fest April 17 - 22

•
•
••

RHA Field Day
Concert/Comedy Night -Fieldhouse S

Gospel Explosion '95 - Fieldhouse S

•Subject to Change
S-Paid Event 3n9/95

All Female Experience '95 at PVAMU

Former Miss PV to be wed

Pride=Respect, Responsibility & Self-Esteem

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Congratulations to Brother Kevin Barnet for
having his article published in the Kappa Journal

BY DEREK BOYD
Panther Staff
esteem, motivation, school pride;and
The Johnson-Phillips All self-pride..."
Lewter wanted 10 change the
Faiths Chapel held its first annual All
image that some people had of the
Female Experience.
On the nights of March 27- chapel, to not have it looked upon as
29, the programs were open 10 any just a center of worship.
"The experience is to be
female or male students who wished to
educational as well as spiritual," said
auend.
The theme, ''The Essence of Dean Lewter.
Womanhood: Reviewing the Past..
Yellow ribbons were worn
Reshaping the Present. Empowering as a sign of womanhood and unity.
the Future," was the basis of each
Lewter said the student
presentation.
turnout was fair. but this did not
Charles Lewter, dean of the discourage him.
chapel, derived the concept of AFE
"I've worked hard on this,"
'95-a cries ofpresentations that deal said Dean Lewter. "and I'll just have to
with i ue that black women are faced workhardertolry lo gel students out to
w11h.
appreciaie culture."
"I think the biggest i. ue is
Lewter concluded, 'Tm not
re peel." said Dean Lewter. "There i doing this for Dean Lewter; I'm doing
a need to encourage men and women 11fort he students hecau e that's where
on Prnirie View· campus for elf- my heart is. My heart is with the
tudcnts."

Greek Life

.

SPRING FEST KICK YOU, STAY FOCUSED

Keep holding up the light!!!

Pan Hellenic Dome Party

KICK IT AT SPRING FEST..... BUT DON'T LET
Spring Fest Fashion Show '" 360 Degrees: For Those Who Like it Hot" wi 11 be held in the ~~by Dome,
April 19 at 7 p.m. and promises to be a night to remember full of fashion and flair.

April 7

Trip to
uevo Laredo, Mexico

9-until

Alpha Kappa Alpha
Rezolia Johnson and Capt. Carlen Charleston

Ms. Margaret Johnson of Garland ,Texas and Rev.
and Mrs. Cube Charleston of Prairie View are proud to
announce the engagement of Rezolia La Shawn Johnson and
Captain Carlen Thomas Charleston (United States Marine

Corps).
Johnson, the fonner Miss Prairie View and Miss
Black Texas Metroplex, is a graduate of Prairie View A&M
Un!versity and Charleston is a graduate qf North Texas State
University
The wedding will be held at Hamilton Parle United
Methodist 01Urch in Dallas on May 27, at 3 p.m.

Spades & Domino Tournament
3-5 p.m
AKA Rally
• 5-7 p.m.

April I

AKA Seminar

April 10 &1 2

ARIES (March 21- April 19) •call yourfamily. They are worried LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 23) •You ar~ ~t a very good ~e in your
about you. You're not all alone. They're there for you.
life. Take advantage of your creativity. Make something work
that doesn't.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20) ,. xou are too u:ivolved in yo_u r
relationship. You should be more mto your studies. Your studies SCORPIO (Oct. 24- Nov. 21) '°There's no reason wh y your days
should be filled w ith worry. Take time for yourself.
are more important.

April 5

GEMINI (May 21 - June 21) ,. Your other side is co~g out,; Try SAGITTARIUS (Nov.22- Dec.21) •Youcanbethe best without
rubbing it in everybody's face.
not to make it so obvious. Keep your changes on the under .

6- 9 p.m.

Zeta Phi Beta

CANCER (June 22 - July 22) • Can you be alone for a change? CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) Actions speak louder than
words. Show others that you CAN do you well.
Breakaway from your friends and be by yourself.

April 11

Seminar

LEO(July23- Aug. 22) ,. Thelittl~~gsthat make~ourn:iatefeel AQUARIUS (Jan. 20- Feb.18) ,.Change you attitude ! You've
better are very crucial now. Don t ignore your mates desires.
been too grumpy lately. The only one judging you should be
YOU.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22) • Stop being so giving with your
money. You need to keep track of your expenses.
PISCES (Feb.19- Mar. 20) "STOP! Re-evaluate your actions with
your ~~te. If they really love you they'll understand.

6-9 p.m.

The Panther e,ttends its sincere congratulations to
Rezolia and Carlen.
-

-

- -

- --

- -

---- ----- -

- - - - --- -·' I

-- - -

- --- - -

- --

·

--

April 7, 1995
• leaving campus midnight-Friday
April 8, 1995
• touring Mexico
April 9, 1995
• returning to campus
Roundtrip fee only $30

For more information contact:
Dr. Howard Jones
Woolfolk Bldg. Room 314/ ex. 4024
Please pay fee on or before April 4,
1995 (firstto pay basis)
... parent and/or student making trip
need not to be enrolled as a student of
Dr.Jones

- --- - ------:.-:.-=.,;, ;·,.=-:..:-:..=:....._ _____ ____LL-....;..,;..;,_ _ _ __ _............,.....,- ______
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LIFESTYLES
rapper azyc aims t e
Y CHADWICK DAVIS
anther Staff

''The boys in the hood are
always hard.
Come talkin' that trash we'll
pull ya card.
Knowin' nuttin' in Ure, but

to be legit.
Don't quote me boy, 'cause I
ain't said sh_."

It must have been something
pecial to see. Nothing planned, itjust
appened. A scene so thick with love
or a fallen hero.
Imagine the Impalas that glide
hrough the streets of L.A. all meeting
utside the hospital.
See the brothers who rally
hind battle crys set off by a 5-foot,
heri curl wearing, freedom fighter
ho wasn't afraid to scream f_ the
They are hittin' switches,
ead\\¥,h\s on,horns b\aring with E.azy
. \rae¥S 'b\as\'m g from \hc,T gne\\o

harlots.
TheannouncementofEazy's

COMMENTARY
death Sunday night set offa celebration
of the life of a street-wise rapper and
his songs that renected opinions of a
frustrated young Black community.
The AIDS virus has struck
again and struck hard. Eric Wright
(Eazy E) was only 32 years old.
A fast-paced life. One of hip
hop's biggest success stories, Eazy E
may have Jet one too many groupies
"ride home in his automobile."
However, AIDS doesn't
discriminate. It will kill a promiscuous
pers<m just as easy as a monogamous
one. (No pun intended.)
''To you it may be funny but
there's no serving the beer
without money.

So sUp the C-note
And you can choke
On a wing-ding-dingaling
down ya throat.
Foreplay to me ain't sh_
when you spread 'em I'm
ready
So you can iu fue d_
VTI>mfueE.az.e.\lyouall\dea\

wit dasiu

Eigth spring student art exhibition at PV
p.m. in the John B. Coleman Library's
Prairie View A &M an gallery. The exhibit will feature
University will be holding its Eigth work by advertising an, painting and
Annual Spring Art Exhibit April 24 sculpture classes.
The campus of Prairie View
through May 25 in the John B. Co~man
A&M
University
is encouraged to
Library Art Gallery.
The opening reception will participate in the event. What you see
be held Tuesday, April 2S 6:30-7:30 may broaden your horizons!

PV Top Ten

rn
u

' . This is How We Do 11................................ Montell Jordan
2. lfYou Love Me ..............................................Brownstone

5

I
C
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3. Dear Momma .............. ............................. TuPac
4. For Your Love ..........................................Stevie Wonder
5. Big Poppa............................................... Notorious B.I.G.
6.Baby Baby .. .......... ..... .. ..... .. ................ ... Brandy

7. Let the Heads Ring ..............................................Dr. Dre
8. All I Ask of You .......................................... Raphael
9. Nakia.................................................................Luscious
10. Swangin' and Bangin'........................................ E.S.G.

Bu"t if you can't, parental
discretion is advised."
He spoke the unspeakable.
Whether with the legendary N.W.A.
(Niggas Wit' Attitudes), or with the
new Bone Thugs-N-Harmony, Eazy
E remained the same, talcing
heat from the Black and white
community for bringing the realities
of the American justice system to the
forefront.
A storyteller in the tradition
of Dolemite, Redd Foxx and Richard
Pryor, Eazy's explicit rhyme style
intoxicated rap's rapidly growing
following and put the west coast
gangster pimp-funk on the music scene
with his classic 1988 solo effort Eazy
Duz It.

sick
Pulled the panties down and
the b_ had ad_

Eazy E was much more than
a nasty tongue. He managed to weave
important social commentaries into
his lyrics.
The mastermind behind his
squeaky voice was rapper/movie star
Ice Cube, who is responsible for
writing most of Eazy E's lyrical
protests.
"Without a gun and a badge
what do ya got
A sucker in a uniform
waitin' to get shot
By me, or another nigga ..."

The
young
Black
community seems to be talcing Eazy
"I said lay down and unbutton E's death in stride. AIDS deaths
your bra
seem to be seeping into everyday life
It was the biggest t_ _ that a and slowly becoming a reality of
nigga ever saw
blackness. The AIDS virus has no
I said damn then the air got
thinner
color, or does it? Eazy E, stands as an
Only fuought in my mind was example, rest in peace.
goin' up in her
The suspence was makin' me

• •

**

April is Sexual Issues Month....
think before you do.

**
??
• •

LIFESTYLES
Child Support:
Help Us Help You
The birth of a chi Id can mean
a lot of things to different people. It is
a time when parents and families should
come together to celebrate the
beginningofanew life. Unfortunately,
for some young parents, the birth of a
child may also mean unexpected,
unplanned-for expenses, and an
uncertain future.
Raising a child today is
expensive, and it is very difficult for
oneparenttocarrythe load alone. We
at the Office of the Attorney General
recognize this. So does the law. The
law requires both parents to help
provide their child with basic needs
such as food, clothing, housing and
health care.
Who needs paternity and
child support?
Before our Child Support
Division can
collectchildsupport
for any child, we must know the
location of the child's absent parent.
For the child born to unmarried parents,
we must also legally establish paternity.
But the need to establish
paternity and child support orders is
not always obvious at first. To a young,
unwed mother still living at home, it
may seem easier for any number of
reasons to take care of the baby herself

continued on page 22

Kappa's committed to community service
BY CHADWICK DAVIS
Panther Staff

Marvin Gaye recorded a
song called "Save the Children"in
which he passionately sang about
saving the babies.
The graduate brothers of
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity Inc.,
Prairie View Alumni chapter are
making the Marvin Gaye's visions a
reality.
In the '94 spring semester ,
the Kappa men began an outreach
mentoring program at Holleman
Elementary School in Waller.
"A Great Place to Learn" is
the motto posted proudly above the
school 's campus.
However, as the brothers
began their mentoring to the minority
children at Holleman, they found
some children whose learning

environment weren't so great.
"He told me the reason he
wasn't doing his homework is because
he doesn't have the book. I asked him
why he didn't ask his mother to buy
him one. He said she told him she
didn't have any money for the book.
His teacher just continues to give him
failing marks even though she knows
he can' t get the book. So the brothers
will be buying him a book, which by
the way costs less than $20," said John
Watkins, graduate assistant in the
financial aid office.
The brothers of Kappa
provide positive role models and help
to guide children who are faced with
alcoholism, drugs, and broken homes.
A rotation of dedicated brothers visit
the school throughout the week.
"Kids look forward to seeing
us each week. We encourage then to
do their best in the classroom," said

Zachary Davis.
The students at Holleman are
a diverse group of children with an
assortment of backgrounds and
heritages. The brothers of Kappa Alpha
Psi want to make sure these kids are
headed in the right direction.
Regardless of where the kids are from
the Kappas want to ensure that they
receive quality education.
"I have a culturally diverse
group of 4-year-old pre-kinders. They
all get along well, there are no signs of
prejudice," remarkedStephanieBunon
an early childhood major involved with
a student teaching assignment at
Holleman.
The Kappa Alpha Psi' s PV
Alumni chaptercontinuea commitment
to service and have plans to do more
mentor programs in the future. These
men are working hard to preserve the
education of young people.

What's Da Flava
•.,. •uw
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~
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LABEl.. ~ :PROflLE RECORDS

PROP.UCERS:. DJ, QUICK, G-GONE, COURTNEY
•
'BRANCH. TRACY KENDRICK AND
ROBERT BACON

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER :SUGE KNIGHT

a

The scene opens as the "Pimp in Red Uniform,. makes
his ''street level entrance''. D.J, Quik'sjunior effort "Safe+
Sound", has .secured him a sea~ at the table, along with all the
other rap mu~ic veterans. Sincl Quik'slast album, a few staff ·
changes have been made. From back-up singers to studio
engineers people have been fired and hired.
The biggest change in more than one way is Qtiik's
new manager and executive producer of this album, SugeKnighc.
Altogether, with Suge' s "Midas touch", Quik' s outstanding
production skills and a heavy dose of "P-Funk", a classic has
been crafted.
''Safe + Sound", the title track and first single from this
album tells how Danate Blake became D.J.Quik. "Get At Me".
is a song dedicated to "213 's" dislocated ctew member A.M.G.,
who was said to have moved to Hollywood after the success of
his solo album, Quik flexes a different flavor on "Quik's
Groove Ill", which is a jazz instrumental that sort of resembles
elevator music but jams nonetheless .
"Let You Havit", is a song that continues the " beef'
between Quik and M,C. Eiht.
Personally, I wouldn't dedicate two songs from my album to a
person I didn ' t like. Wasn't "Dollars+ Sease" enough?
''Can I Eat It?" is not my favorite track on this album but
it's clearly the one that will get the most play time in the slabs
and the jeeps •this spring. There are a bus load of safe sex
messages throughout Quik' s project but in this song be makes
sure that you know unprotected sex can cause "clear and present
danger", just look at what happened to Eazy E.

Panther Pride Crew strikes again
Hello Again Panthers!
Affairs, is preparing a series of events made during its I 19 years, they
Wehopethatyouhadasafe to keep our prideful Panthers both will realizewhatanhonor itistobe
and enjoyable spring break. We are interested and entertained.
a member of this prestigious
now only six weeks from the end of
A goal of this Spring Fest is organization. Our motto will be a
the spring 1995 semester, and with to urge our Panthers to express their call heard throughout the Hill:
midtenns behind us, we must now pride for Prairie View in a positive "Prairie View Produces Productive
look forward to final exams. But manner. We are hoping to make this People!"
before we do that, we must
So Panthers, the
conquer one
more
Panther Pride Crew gives
obstacle...
you this charge. We are
sponsoring an essay
SPRIN~ FEST 1995!!!
~ \111!!1-~
·
This year's theme
contest.
The topic: "What does
is: "Panther Pride in '95".
~
~,-;,;.;...._
..
The Spring Fest Steering
~,
- '4 l.Panther Pride in '95
Committee is planning
~
Mean to You?"
many activities for the
ff!~
~
week-longeventtoprovide
U-1
Each
essay
opportunities for students to
~
~ should not exceed 500
get out and have some fun.
~
~
words and should be
There will be, of
c:rI::
~~
typed (double-spaced).
course,ourbi-annual talent
~
~-All essays are due prior
show, fashion show, and
~
to 5 p.m., Wednesday,
concert. In addition there will be a Spring Fest a family affair. Panthers April 12. The winner and prize will
multi-cultural festival, game shows, must come together as a single unit be announced during the week of
movies, agospelexplosion,afaculty/ and strive for excellence as one. It Spring Fest '95. Any questions or
staff talent showcase, the Wacky takes only one to infect others with a concerns regarding this conte t
Game Olympiad, parties, a comedy spirit of pride.
should be addressed to Pau\aNoe\\e
snap-off, and much more.
Didn't you \mow that \)ride is Manin, Office 101 £van \\a\\. OT
The Office of Student contag\ous'? /\. more Panther · you may c ntac\ het by phone a\
Activities and Multicultural Services, recognize the achievements and tride 857-4 I54 or 857-2694.
along with the Division of Student Prairie View A&M University has

-=e

Warning of health risks during pregnancy
Women who become
pregnant within the first year of a
new relationship are at higher risk of
developing pr-eclasmpsia, a fonn of
high blood pressure that reduces
blood flow through the placenta and

endangers the health of th e baby.
According to the journal Lacent ' the
risk declines after a woman has been
with her partner for a year but rises
again with each new partner.
Researchers suspect an unusual

mechanism is at work. Prolonged
exposure to the perspective father's
semen may lead to beneficial immune
response in the mother that helps
sustain a healthy placenta.

Next week look out for someone who's going to the slammer!

Cosmopolitan Magazine

First Miss Blue and Gold Scholarship Pageant a success
BY LA DAWN HYNES
Panther Staff

Alisha Kent proudly smiles as she is
crowned the rirst Miss Royal Blue &
Gold 1995.

The Fraternal Order of
Classy Gentlemen made history
on Wednesday, March 22 in Hobart
Taylor's Recital Hall with their
first Miss Royal Blue and Gold
Scholarship Pageant. Classy
Gentlemen secretary and pageant
coordinator Ron Washington was
pleased with the success of the
pageant which he said was largely
due to advisor Frank Jackson.
The Fraternal Order of
Classy Gentlemen is the first non Greek organi zation to hold a

scholarship pageant, paving a
positive path for all other nonGreek organizations. The event
consisted of four phases ;
swimwear, evening gown, talent,
and an on-stage question-answer
section .
Six ladies vied for the
title: Alisha Kent, Shelia Scales,
Demetris Holden , LaShunda
Franklin, Tanisha John son and
U'Nika Hill.
Freshman biology major
Alisha Kent was crowned " Miss
Royal Blue and Gold". Her
dynamic talent was a dramati c
interpretationof"IRemeberl Had

A Mama" (author unknown). Kent
is currently a memberofthe Prairie
View Marching Storm Flag Corp.
and is also studying to become an
oral surgeon. During her reign as
Miss Blue and Gold she plans to
serve as an active role model in
the community . Kent will
participate in the "Miss Doric
Temple Pageant' in Killeen, .Texas
on May 12.
Mi ss Congeniality and
first runner-up, LaShunda Franklin
is a sophomore accounting major
who plans to become a CPA.
Second runn er- up and
winner of best swimsuit, Shelia

Scales is a nursing major and i
currently an active member 0
Karnation Kourt Inc.
A mong t h e so Id -ou
crowd was Mr. Prairie View Naki
Thomas. All in attendance wer
pleased. Jennifer Roberts said "I
was very nice considering it wa
their first pageant." "The Firs
annual Blue and Gold Pageant wa
definitely worth my two dollars,'
said King Whetstone. The image
ofRoyal Blue and Gold are heade
in the right direction.
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Clinton

hear the very political rhetoric of century."
The speech was relatively
politicians talking loud and not saying
Continued from page I
much of anything.
brief
and
the excitement began to build
no funherthan high school are working
We
were
allowed
to
take
a
for
the
Q&A
period with the President
harder for the same wages. "The
break
at
11
a.m.
and
it
was
interesting
of
the
United
States. That excitement
average college graduate earns 80
to see the editors from the African- quickly died as we began to realize
percent more than the average high
American institutions all just sort of· that only the editors escorted to the
school graduate", said Reich. The
end up in one central spot. The white- reserved seats by Secret Service men
minimum wage is headed for a 40 sounding dialects heard while th,; would be allowed to ask questions.
year low as compared to the rate of
African-American editors aske,J
The questions asked ranged
inflation, Reich added.
questions, easily gave way to the from topics dealing with Affirmative
Also, the gap is growing
common slang heard amongst people Action to whether Arkansas would
between the upper class and the lower
of color. A consensus was reached win the NCAA Championship. The
class and if this trend continues it will
among the African-American editors question on Affirmative Action drew
be bad news notjust for the Democrats,
that the day's events were a public quite a bit ofattention from the editors,
but for all Americans, Reich said.
relations effort and that we would get but I believe only the AfricanThirty minutes after Reich
no satisfactory answers; but we were American editors were left with an
began, the audience appeared to
all happy to get the chance to see this empty feeling as Clinton skillfully
become more serious as the Attorney
for ourselves.
talked around the subject, touching on
General Janet Reno walked very
After lunch in the [ndian only a few key issues. "It is in no one's
deliberately to the podium. Reno
demanded auention because of her Treaty Room, we were escorted into interest to see that people get positions
straightforward attitude as well as her the White ~ouse a~d the official press if they are completely unqualified to
height: She is about 6 ,0 tall. The room. While walki_ng up to one o! the hold them, " he said.
He ended his answer on
questions Reno received began to anger entrances of the White House, I nollced
meandotherAfrican-Americaneditors ~at the ~nly other Black man not Affirmative Action by saying, "We
involved m the conference today was justhadtheGlassCeilingReportissued
in the room because the y seemed to
the
uniformed marine about to open last week, which said that there is still
focus on trivial issues like animal
the door for me. One of the other evidence of discrimination i.n
cruelty and isolated campus offenses,
until the editor from Morehouse editors must have felt as I did because promotional practices in Iarge
jumpedupandaskedRenowhyBl24:k he said, '1 can't believe the White enterprises." He attempted to sound a
little astonished by the report's
men were being put in jail more than House has a lawn jockey."
any other group and what was she
. The ~egative imagery findings, but if he would have asked
· •. d bo t "t?
conunued to bulld. Once we were me or any other African-American in
gomg ,o o a u 1 .
. . d the Wb"
H
. d
'The African-American msi e
ite 0 ~ , 1 nouce American, we could have come to the
edi\on, a\\ seemed \o ease \o \he edge several ~u~edo--weanng gen\\eme~. same conclusions as the report.
By the end of the President's
oftheir seats in anticipation of the real ~mb\mg m? g~falher ~I) his
nd
Q&A
period,
I felt it was time for him
answer to a real question. frie s, serving m ~ c~ity of
•
ft
butler.
My sense of d1sbel1ef lasted togostandinhispfacesolcoufdhave
I the questJon was 1e .
UnfiOftuna Iey,
.
.
Just for a short while, because 11 was my picture taken with him and leave.
very much unanswered as Reno .
.
.
All of the media day
claimed that it was a problem that IJmefortheleaderoftheUmtedStates
participants
were lined up and given
demanded much attention and she was to speak.
As the announcer said, "And theopportunitytoshakethePresident's
working on changing her office's
lrainingmanualinordertokeepthings now ladies and gentleman , the hand and be photographed with him.
President of the United States," I Some gave him sweatshirts, others hats,
on a fair level. Needless to say. no
other African-American in the room ~ouldn't help but feel a little gidd!, as and one editor gave the President an
wasallowedtoaskanymorequestions. 1f I was on my first date. Clmton autographed picture of his brother,
Was this because she feared one of us strolled out calmly an~ co~fidently as Prince Hughes, who had played the
.
.
he greeted everyone m his southern character Bubba on the HBO series
might follow up on the quesuon asked d"
d d h"
.
h
"First and Ten."
·t
?
1a1ect an ma
by the Morehouse ed1 or.
. e 1s openmg speec
.
...
I strolled very calmly and
As Reno left I began to see a
Chnton began by saying,
introduced
myself and gave the name
pattern forming, and\ also began to We are now having a great debate
see the true purpose for our being about how we can best assure the ofmyschool. Afterthat,I askedifhe
there- it was to kick off President American dream for your generation could get Prairie View some money
Clinton's 1996 campaign and also to and for your children well into the next for football scholarships. He laughed

Convocation
Continued from page I
better than, to be successful."
Another high point of the
convocation was the presentation of
awards 10 four students by Dr. Robert
Shepard, executive director of the
Science and Engineering Alliance, Inc.,
Washington D.C. The outstanding
students were awarded with individual
$ I500 scholarship checks for their
achievements. The students are as
follows:
Tameka Stewart- -a chemistry

majorwitha3.8 G.P.A. Maurice Jones
- a chemical engineering major with
a 3.6 G.P.A. Albert Perry- a
,nech~!!)£~1 engince~ing m!!ior:. with a

3.13 G.P.A. and Gary Crombie, the
last recipient was absent.
The annual honors convocation
is an expression of appreciation from
the university lo honor roll students.
Several students attended. Among
them were Gwynita Leggington and
Alisha Jackson. According to
Leggington, "The Convocation was
very interesting. the speaker did a nice
job, and the speaker made some
excellent poin,ts."
Jackson said. "The speaker did
a very good job of 'praising the
_honorees. while she inspired others
that didn't have that honoree status to
get to that point whereas they will be
honored by the university :u the next
honors convocation."
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PV Relays Saturday
BY PAUL MASTERSON
Panther Staff

Photo by Derald Powell
George Stephanopoulous, Kathryn Higgins and Mark Gearan
heartily and began to relate to me the
story of how his football high school
team only won seven games in seven
years. He ended by saying, "Hey, it
can only get better."
I w~ forced t~ laugh as the
most recogmzed man m the country
was able to identify with the nowfamous Prairie View football team.
The final session of lhe day
was with Clinton's top advisors,
George Stephanopoulous, Senior
AdvisortothePresidentforPolicyand
Strategy; K~thryn Higgin_s, Assis~nt
to the President for C~bmet Affairs
andSecre~totheCabme~andM'.'1"k
Gearan, Directorof Strategic Planmng
and Communications.
They were the most
entertaining group of the day,
constantly relaying funny experiences
and anecdotes from every possible
situation. The mood changed a little as
the audience began attacking some of
Clinton's past decisions. The editor
from Temple asked Stephanopoulous
whether Clinton would continue to

Alcohol
Continued from page I
juvenile (minors are under age 21
in alcohol possession cases, and
juveniles are under 17 in Texas
criminal courts) he or she will
either be (I) released to a parent
or responsible adult with a referral
made to the Juvenile Probation
Department, or (2) processed
through the Waller County
juvenile detention facility if no
parent or responsible adult is
available.
Pholo by Gitonga M'mbijjew_e_ _ ___ The change, made at the
- -- -Alma Hobbs - --

back down after receiving pressure for
nominating African-Americans and
what motivated the firing of Jocelyn
Elders as Surgeon General.
Stephanopoulous attempted
to embarras&the young lady by putting
her on the spot and asking her 10 give
him as many names of people 10 back
up her question.
As she thought about it and there was
a moment of silence in the
conversation, Stephanopoulous took
that opportunity 10 say that those were
only isolated instances and he left it at
that without even beginning to address
the young lady's concern.
The day was an exercise in
damage control by a group of
individuals who may soon be
unemployed after the next Presidential
election. I enjoyed the trip and the
chance to meet the President, but when
asked by a fellow African-American
editor what party I would go with in
the next election, I responded by saying
that it would be a lesser of the two
evils, and I think Newt Gingrich is
Satan.

last Legislative session, has not
been totally resolved. Municipal
Courts have been in disagreement
with the Attorney General,
according to Robinson. Also,
apparent complaints from County
Judges and County Prosecutors
have put the matter in further
dispute.
Robinson
said
the
situation will be possibly be
corrected in the next Legislative
session which would probably
return jurisdiction to the Justice
Courts.

Returning from a weekend competition at the
TSU Relays, the men and women that make up the Prairie
View track team, are gearing up to host area track teams
at the annual Prairie View Relays.
The relays have become one of PV's most
anticipated spring events. The teams have been gearing up
for this event all season and feel confident in winning
because they are the host cite, and they've worked hard all
season.
Coaches of the female teams, Jocelyn Adams
and Essie Washington are ready to run in front of the home
crowd on the hill. Veteran female runners Lisa Rosborough,
Yvette French and Christine Gray are all ready to dominate
the Blackshear Field track and wipe out all the other
competitors in what will hopefully be a huge turnout.
Gray, who has been consistent all season is
competing in her final season as a member of the Lady
Pantherettes. Gray feels confident about what will be one
of her final competitions with the team. Prairie View and
he track staff have been very gracious to her and she wants
to place a bow on this event for her fruitful career at PV in
front of a home crowd of PV supporters.
Gray's heir apparent, Yvette French, is quickly
stepping into the limelight to fill Gray's shoes. She will be
the one to watch at this event and next season as well.
Rosborough is one of the team!. top sprinters. She has
been a formidable link to the success of the Lady
Pantherettes team.
The men's track team headed by Hoover Wright
and Clifford Gilliard aren't going to let their female
counterparts outwit them. With key runners returning
from last season, the Panthers are forceful opponents and
are a match to be reckoned with.
A big surprise to the men's team is the huge crop
of freshman talent the team has seen in a while. Freshmen
that have made impressive standouts in competitions are
Dominique Henderson and Eric Gaither. "Both of these
guys are showing potential out here on the field. They've
surprised the old heads and we know that in the upcoming
years some of them are going to be champions," said
Charles Adams, a member of the team.
In previous events such as the SWAC indoor
competition in Fort Worth, and the other out-of-state
meets, the men have had respectable showings.
The PV relays are schelduled for this weekend at
Blackshear Field on PV' s campus.

BE THERE!!!
PVRelays-Saturday, Aprill
8:00 a.m.

Our long,
national nightmare is over.
Duckman retums,
with all-new episodes.
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Grambling baseball player hits a ball against a PrairieView baseball player.

The Air is back! Jordan's return
to Bulls frres up the NBA fans

Final four boiling down to two

BY ERNEST CLAYTON
Panther Staff

Panther Staff

During the media bonanza
caused by Michael Jordan's return
totheChicagoBulls, 16NCAAtearns
gave more heart, perseverance and
drive that recently, some argue, has
not been matched in the NBA.
Many speculated that
Jordan's return would over-shadow
the tournaments shining light as the
best college teams in the nation
squared-off while the nation is marveled by Jordan's decision to come
out of retirement.
It did.
The NBA' s ratings continue
to skyrocket with every appearance
of Chicago's number 45, formerly
23, streaking down court with Pippin
and company.
Last week's schedule inby Gitonga M'mbiijewe
cluded Indiana, Orlando, Atlanta
and New York.

Panther baseball team ready to bat into win column and top spot
BY PAUL MASTERSON
Panther Staff

Even though the men of
America's favorite pastime are duking
it out with owners and other franchisers,
the men of the "hill" aren't looking at
the way their professional counterparts
are behaving.
The baseball team at Prairie
View A&M University are trying to

Jordan's ~:t:; ~;:n~;~!::s;!
erase what seems to be a fixation on receives no monetary funds to support Orlando, Jordan proved that he was
.losing close games.
its athletes. "7nat 's one problem which hwnan with rusty moves and missed
The team is currently in we face here at Prairie View but I'm jumpers. But in the last two games
seventh place in the SWAC not going to go and give a big speech against Atlanta and New York, Jor(Southwestern Athletic Conference) on that situation because it's been dan proved to be god of the court
and are trying to move up in the talked about so much that it really with the winning buzzer-beater at
rankings. Like the basketball team, doesn't need to be elaborated on any Atlanta and 55 points to beat New
te baseball team is trying to finish in further. The alumni knows what needs York.
good standing so they can have a to be done so let's let them decide,"
It seems that everyone's
respectable position at this year's said a player.
faith in Jordan has been restored.
SWAC baseball tournament.
"The recent losses suffered Where ever Jordan goes he attracts
Like all the other athletic agianst teams as Florida A&M, and• attention. The question is why?
programs at PV, the baseball team Grambling were hard but, the team •
Can anyone else matclt
knows what needs to be done to win. Jordan's versatility? "No. Jordan's

return is incomparable with anyone in
sports today," said PVU student Ariq
Cyrs.
No other player in the NBA
has been more decorated than Jordan.
Retiring 18 months ago with three
consecutive championship rings and
four MVP titles. With his return,
Jordan's career is once again airborne.
"He's the greatest; the greatest ofall time. He has a magnetism that
follows him on and off the court," said
PVU student Henry Sutters.
As Nike, Gatorade, BVD,
Ball Park Franks and other advertisers
look to cash-in on Jordan's success,
many spectators would just like to be
seated courtside to cheer and witness
the superstar's talent.
Even Chicago's arch rival
New York Knick's fans cheered Jordan during the announcement of the
starting line-up. The loss of Horris
Grant to Orlando along with other alterations has Bulls' fans worried.
"Jordan is an outstanding
player, but Chicago lost Horris Grant.
They're going to be hurt in rebounds
because they don't have a "big man"
under the goal/ said PVU student
David Sims.
"Jordan is good but he can't
beat Orlando by himself. Chicago
doesn 'thave the unity it had two years
ago," said PVU student Cole Biggers.
"Not this year, but soon," answered
Rodney Lang when asked ·if Jordan
will lead the Bulls to a 1995 champi-

Prairie View track team in heavy competition during Spring break
BY ERIC-CHAMEL GAITHER
Panther Staff

finished within the top 15 of that event. time of l :54.07, bettering his time from
The 4x200 relay team finished 4th in the previous week by more than five
I :27.05. Then PV's "A" crew finished seconds; PV's "B" 4x400 relay team
with a 3:13.20 in a heavily contested alsobettereditstimefromtheprevious
During spring break both Panther 4 x400 relay; PV's "B" finished 3rd in week by 3.17 seconds, running a
and Lady Panther track squads 3:22 .IO.
3: 18.93.
remained competititive in several
Field events were a boost for
Other performances came
meets, ranlcinginthetopandimproving thePanthersalso.Forthemen'ssquad from Johnny Roberts 4:06.39 mile,
toward nationally acceptable Rod Scott earned back-to-back firsts and fellow-miler Milton Collins; both
qualification standards for selective, in the discus (l53-3) and shot put(53- finished in the top 20 out of a field of
upcoming relays.
4), while Kevin Garner finished 3rd in 35. Freshman Dakari Jahi finished the
Immediately before spring th e shot put(4S-9); freshman Eric- 800 in 1:55.30. Scou bettered his
intermission, both tearns were in Chamel Gai ther finished second in the performance from the preceding week
attendance at Tad Gormley Stadium triple jump( 4 S-l.5}. Freshman witha 157-11 tossinthediscus;Scott
for the Southern University at New Sidonye Haugh finished 6th in the heaved the shot put 52-0.5; Garner
Orleans Relays.
women's high jump at 5-2.
and Deshon Hargrove finished in the
From a field of 21
The College Station Relays, at top 15 of shot put competitors. PV's
competitors, Larry McClain breezed ~exas_A&M, broughtsomeimpressive "A"tearn4x400finished5thin3:13.94.
an early season 800, for 5th place in ume improvements from half-miler Gaither placed 3rd in the men's triple
l :59.73; Alvis Anderson and Milton Larry McClain and PV's "B" 4x400 jump (46-11.5). Pantherette Lisa
Collins,twomoreofPV'shalf-milers, relay team. McClain finished in the Rosborough, in the 400 meters,
•
..
_top of tf1_e field with
an impressive.__-.J..
clinched 6th place
1 __ -- - -----,_
__________________
.: ________
. . . in.a time of 56 .43·•

teammate Christine Gray easily went
40-6. 75 to claim the collegiate
women's triple jump.
Rounding out the three-week
track sojourn was the TSU Relays.
Wayne Watson leaped 22-9 in the
men's long jump; Gaither was not far
behind with a 22-2. The two finished
7th and 8th from a field of
approximately 20 other collegiate and
non-collegiate jumpers; Gaither also
took 3rd in the triple jump with a leap
of 47-7. PV's sprint relay cruised to a
3rd place finish in a field that included
Rice, UH, Texas A&M, TSU,
Grambling, and a host of conferences
and unattached relay teams.
Undoubtedly, one of the most
spectacular performances came that
evening in the 4x400 relay.
In previous weeks PV had
been ~locked at 3:13.20 and 3:13.94,

but that particular week would be
another page in the eloquent novel of
time by PV. Scratch leg Patrick Jacobs
sparked out of the blocks and battled a
harsh wind on the second turn of the
track, flying around the asphalt to a
time of 47.2; then, Maurice Garrett
maintained the flow into that same
harsh wind, handing off an exchange
to Michael Patterson. Patterson battled
around the first curve with Texas
A&M, maintaining a sufficient
distance for freshman Dakari Jahi to
kick into effect on a vicious anchor
leg. Jahi held nothing back as he built
on the distance provided by his
teammates on the first three legs; he
walked down several competitors, in a
close race, just barely missing out on
Rice's anchor leg. The end result was
see TRACK on page 21

BY ERNEST CLAYTON

The madnes i sweeping through
March and teams are learning that
just like in life, in college basketball
there are no guarantees.
Who would have thought it?
ince there's no place
like home, Kan as
won't make the big
party in Seattle.
And Kentucky is left
with footprints from
the North Carolina Tar
Heels.
The almost forgotten
(13) Oklahoma State
Cowboys gave (I)
Wake Forest their wake-up call and
moved through 'Big Country' Bryant
Reeves to smother University of
assachusetts 68-54.
Oklahoma State will face off with
the( I) UCLA Bruins who clobbered
5) Mi issippi State 86-67 and went
n to convincingly beat (2) Univerity of Connecticut I02-96.
It's been 49 years since Oaklahoma

State has won the NCAA tournament.
Although UCLA fans will argue that
their pain run deeper during their 20year drought.
The familiar faces of the Arkan as defending champions will make
the big trip to play (2) North Carolina
in Seattle after dodging three bullet ,
two in overtime, and winning over
Virginia 68-61.
North Carolina will seek to end near
misses and take
out Arkansas in
Seattle after
beating surething
(6)
Georgetown 7464.
The Semifinals
begin with Okla.
St. vs. UCLA
Saturday, April
I, 4:42 p.m. on Channel 11. N. Carolina vs Ark. plays 30 minutes after the
end of the first game.
The madness is soon to end Monday,
April 3. After the finals when one team
will emerge, and claim to be the king
of the court. The scoreboard will be
undisputed as a myriad of fans stomp
on to the court and embrace UCLA.

Cheerleading Tryouts
Tryouts for the
1995-1996
cheerleading squad will be held April
10-13 and 17-18. Practice will be
from 6-8 p.m. in the New Gym.

Track

continued from page20
was a second place finish for the PV
Panthers as they were clocked at
3: 11.+;
another two-second
improvement in less than a week.
Christine Gray took first in the
women's triple jump at 42-8. This
week the Panthers and Lady Panthers
lllC home for the Prairie View Relays.
Highlights should be expected
throughout the day from all of the
athletes, being that both men's and
women's squads are well conditioned
for this track homecoming. In tradition,
the Panther freshman will be going in

a duel freshman competition, at the PV
Relays, with the freshman Jaguars of
Southern University. The events begin
Saturday morning at 8:30.
In related track and field news
Yvette French and Christine Gray were
named to the 1995 NCAA's AllAmerican indoor track and field list.
Panthers and Lady Panthers will
be in attendance at the Texas Relays.
to be held in Austin, Texas April 7-8
Rigid qualifications standards must bt
met in order to participate in the Texru
Relays.
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epublican proposals for the Future

List of celebrities hit with AIDS growing
The threat of AIDS has been
evident for some time now. There is no
reason why young men and women
can't understand the dangers that go
along with being sexually
promiscuous.
On Prairie View's campus,
AIDS is not unheard of, but it is not
addressed nearly enough. Of course
since Eazy-E's death, the campus is
buzzing with the idea: 'that could be
me'.
A large majority of this
campus is sexually promiscuous. This
is fact not fiction. The question iswhat will it take for us to slow down?
I hope that you won't have to contract
Ann Harvey
a deadly disease to understand the
Lifestyles Editor
seriousness of the sexual freedom
students practice on campus.
Sex shouldn't happen
without a relationship. Casual sex
The number of rarely leads to a commitment, therefore
celebrities hit with the reality of idea of a relationship is no longer a
AIDS seems to be growing every issue. If you accept having sex with no
year. From Ervin" Magic" Johnson commitment , chances are you will be
to, most recently, late rapper Eazy- another of a long list oflonely souls
E, AIDS has become one "fan" these andshatteredlives. Whymusttherebe
stars wish \he'j didn't ba'lle. Bu\ my multiple part.nets in your sex life'?
question is this, should we foe! sorry Sleeping around doesn't make you
for them ? Can we honestly say it anymore of a man or a woman. It
was just "bad luck"? Or should we makes your days here shorter with
view their misfortune as a wake-up every new sexual encounter.
caJJ for ourselves?
Coming to college gives one

Dear Mr. Editor,

I am a college student
pursuing a degree in architecture
(engineering technology actually).
Although I am not an English or
journalism major, I was a bit baffled
by some of the lines in the March 8
edition of the Panther. I truly enjoy
readingyournewspaper, but please
make note of the highlighted areas.
(These are the parts that I
Dear avid reader,
I' rn glad to see that
you're an avid reader of our
paper,ofwhichwearesoproud,
and thank you for your well
wishes.
Did you manage to
gather any information from our
March 8 publication which was
of interest to you other than our
mistakes- for example, the
SGA's plans (page 5) which
will possibly affect you in some
way, shape or form?

I certainly hope you
I·
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the chance to find out about himself
or herself. Your relationship
practices now will most likely dictate
how you will handle relationships in
the future. I ask you, are the ideals of
traditional family values gone?
It puzzles me that the idea
of a serious relationship is so
uncommon on campus. No one
wantstobe"tieddown"orcommitted
to one person. Mind you, not all
relationships are good ones. There
are some of us who cannot have
committed relationships for some
reason or another. But trying to find
that person is a challenge we should
takeinsearchingforthepersonthat's
right for us, and sex cannot be the
determining factor.
There's so much more that
we as young African-Americans
have to offer, why must sex be so
important? Some say sex is not all
that matters. Then why do we insist
on having "relations" without
commitment ?
Eazy-E'sdeathwasanother
wake-up ca\1 to young African
Americans that AIDS doesn't
discriminate. You can be as careful
as you wanna be, and still "get got"
in the end. Please don't think it can't
happen to you, because it can. Think
before you do.

The Republicans are threatening the federal commitment to education in
a number of ways that the Clinton Administration will oppose:
*
The Department of Education. Republicans are calling for
abolishing the Department of Education. The President believes
strongly in the Department and the need for a strong federal role in
education.
*
Goals 2000. Republicans are calling for a 40% cut in a
program that encourages high standards for all students.
*
Direct Lending. Republicans want to eliminate a program that
cuts bureaucracy and saves taxpayers and students billions.
*
Student Loans. Republican proposals to pay for the Contract
include $9.6 billion from eliminating the in-school interest subsidy,
which relieves students with subsidized loans from responsibility for
interest on their Joans while in school and for six months following
graduation.
•
National Service. Republicans want to dismantle Arnericorps,
the President's signature service program, which expands opportunities
for young people willing to give something back to their country.

Cbil
d Support

John would occasionally visit and bring
Lisa clothes and gifts. Overtime, John' s
visits turned into phone calls, the phone
calls into birthday and holiday cards.
and then there was nothing.
Tired of trying to make ends
meet by herself, Jane applied for child
support. The only information that Jane
was able to furnish the caseworker was
John's name. She and John had never
established paternity. They had an
understanding that they would always
take care of their daughter no matter
what. Now John is married, has moved
away, and has not given Jane his new
address or phone number.
Act early!
Unfortunately, Jane's case is not
unusual. Because no one had ever told
Jane the importance of establishing
paternity, she did not act early when

continued from page 16
or with the help of her parents.
But what happens as the child grows
older?
A case in point
Jane, a 25-year-old working,
single parent, had a baby at the age of
15. For the first five years, raising her
daughter Lisa did not seem too difficult
because Jane lived at home with her
parents. John, Jane's boyfriend and the
babv's father. heloed as much as he
could to provide for Lisa. When Jane
was 19, she and John grew apart and
alwaysbethere. *Did you forget went their separate ways.
was confused about.)
It was not until Jane moved out
Sagittarius: Go the them. some spaces? won't always be
ofherparents'
homethatshecameface
there.
*Do you mean go to them?
to
face
with
the
reality of raising a child
As
an
avid
reader,
Mr.
Capricorn: mate. They're...
on
her
own.
What
she once took for
Editor,
I
hope
that
you
keep
correct
*They're means they are. If you have
granted,
she
now
struggled
to obtain.
grammar
and
spelling
in
mind
a mate (singular), then the following
see SUPPORT on page 23 •
when
writing
future
articles.
I
wish
word should be he or she shouldn't
you continued success with your
it?
arner Cable visits Communications dept. for seminar
Aquarius: coming; back. newspaper and thank you for the
time you have taken to read this
*Did you mean corning back;?
BY DEMETRIA MA YES
Cancer:
been to. *been letter.
skills needed in the public
Panther Staff
too. Too=in excess of.
relations field, which are:
Leo:
won't Thank ou.
The Department of
I . Know how to anticipate and
Communications
held a seminar
did, and that you not only read
errors, but so have you. Did you
adjust to problem.
on public relations Monday, 2. Have good writing and editing
(avidly of course) our horoscope,
happen 10 see our flyers requesting
March 27, at 4:00 p.rn. The
which seems to be the only thing
help, or did your eagle eye miss
skills.
guest
speaker, Pamela Thorne,
you were able 10 find fault with.
those too?
3. Be creative
is vice-president of government
Thanks fort he criticism,
4. Develop presentation skills
and community affairs at
By the way, are you
however unconstructive, and
5. Show tenacity
Warner Cable.
"persuing" a degree in architecture
good luck. You may need it.
6. Be persistent
Chad Davis, a junior 7. Have the ability to work with
or pursuing it? Check the spelling
Thank the powers that be that you
communications
major,
on your original document. You
don'! need to be an English or
various publics.
attended
the
seminar
and
said
will understand if we can't print
journalism major to succeed in
Thorne is a member of
the insight he gained from the
your errors in our already '"errorarchitecture.
PRSA and she suggested that we
seminar was a confirmation that
riddled" paper. And it is obvious
Once again, it is good
all become affiliated with some
the working class of Black
you' re not an English major (capital
that you are reading the paper,
type of organization in our fields.
citizens is still under careful
E always, check your document
thank you, and continue to do so.
Attendance was high and most of
watch. "The system is the
again) since you 're so easily baffled.
Nicole N. Johnston
the audience participated during
devil's lasso," Davis said.
Managing
the question and answer period.
Thorne gave a list of
We may have made some
Editor-copy
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Support

Dear Yearning for Your Touch,

·11ear Jiiiiuita .
Dear Jaquita,
Iama21-year-oldfemale
in a relationship with a 23-year-old
man who is the man 1 want to have
my children with. He is the PERFECT MAN. He treats me like a
total princess; my every need he
fulfills,~Jone. When we have

sex hecannotperfonn. We've tired
every thing under the sun, but he
still can't become aroused. I've suggested other ways that we can satisfy one another- such as oral sex,
but he refuses to indulge for some
reason or another. What should I
do 71 love him infinitely, but my
body yearns forsomesorto!sexual

excitement

s· ~
' .,_-,.
..-,· 1gn
~61
' ,,,.. ""'"-

continued from page 22
John was cooperating and when she
could easily tell her caseworker
where to find him. Meanwhile, John
was not even aware of Jane's
difficulties.
Our Child Support Division
needs information • to begin
processing a case, and generally,
our primary source ofinformation is
the custodial parent. If information
is incomplete or inaccurate, our
effectiveness is greatly diminished.
If you are an unwed mother, contact
your nearest child support regional
office. Talk to a caseworker about
the importance of establishing
paternity and child support for your
baby at the earliest possible date.
Information such as the noncustodial parent's name, home and
work addresses, and social security
number are crucial in the locate
process. Whenever there is a change
in any information you previously
supplied about the non-custodial
parent, contact your local child
support office or call (800) 2528014 and give us the updated
infonnation.

Do you watch Young &
TheRestless? Well, you and your
man sound just like Paul and
Cricket. Paul no longer could put
any fuel on the fire and being a
understanding, considerate..man
he told her to leave ~
tK¾.hfr¼:
..d
-t.:m~-''
someone else who ooiftd 'satisfy
her. In your situation it seems the
decision is up to you , whether
you should leave and make your
selfhappy.
·
Sex doesn't make a relationship- but it doesn't mean you
shouldn't have it. It's that little
~~thing extra that makes some
... ,.. ..J~.
,
·,..,,,.,./:,ee loved, needed; ,wsjred.
· ,,....-..;-

-~. .

In. the. end, how much
you love this man wt1l prevail.So
try to male~ a rati,onale,. declsion

w,-0n'tregret. You ate ayoung

·~
·-~.-. who seems to have a
~'man ·~1to really loves you, but
.

being in love and happiness ate
two ~ffere~t things.

~1':~

t,:;.,.... ,t...~❖ •: Jfor a Touch

Question:
Shanequa Dunkins
Elem. Education Junior
Fort Worth ,TX

Education not same as vacation
Do the students entering college
today know the difference between the
terms education and vacation-where
education means going to work to get
well grounded in the fundamental basis
of knowledge that will prepare you to be
a change agent or catalytic agent for the
future progress of our society-where
vacation means taking a break from work,
relaxing, and not worrying about
tomorrow.
Too often students get these
terms confused and do not realize until it
is too late that education and vacation are
totally different in meaning.
Have the students given thought
to how they fit into the educational
framework at the university level? Have
they set goals and mapped out ways that
their goals can be achieved, or do they
come with the idea that I will just vacation
here for a couple of years and by my
junior or senior year I will really go to
work on my education?

get out of the vacation mode and get
into the education mode.
We have not progressed
enough as a race to take such a
nonchalant attitude toward education.
In 1985, Dr. Bailey asked me, "Do
you think we have progressed enough
as a race?"
I came to the
conclusion that "enough" is yet unborn
in the wombs of the future and its
birthplace lies somewhere in a manger
in infinity. By the time we elect a
black man/woman as president of the
United States, the race for enough racial
progress will have just begun.
So students, you must
understand that there can beno vacation
from education. Education is the key
to progress. Make a commitment .
Evaluate your attitude toward
education!

Coach Gillard

Wake up students! It is time to

What impact do you think the death of Eazy-E will have on the Black community?

•.--·
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Byron Gray r;:;::;:;;;::::--;:;-;:::;:;:::::::::=:i
Engineering
Sen i or
Baytown.TX

Brushard Higgins
Elect. Eng. Tech .
Juni o r
Sweeney, TX
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*The death of Eazy-E will , hopefully have a large
impact on the black community, as a popular black
rapper ,a lot of young black men looked up to his
lifestyle as a role model; Easy-E's death can be
looked at as being positive to the younger generation
10 help them open their eyes and see that AIDs is true!

Andrew Taul ton
Mgmnt/Mrkt
Senior
Mexia, TX

The death ofEazy-E is sad and everything,
but he's just another example of what can
happen if you don't protect yourself. Eazy,
is just another person who needed to practice what he preached.

CarmenAyco
Civil Engineer
J u n i o
Mo. City,

Eazy-E's death caused by the Aills virus
shows the public, especially the black community that AIDs doesn't discriminate . When it
comes to having sex, the black community
needs to be more aware of the consequences
especially
if
it's
unprotected ..

Shelia Scales
Law Enforcement
Sophomore
Houston, Texas

. I t..

The death of Eazy-E should let us know that
AIDs can effect anyone, and our brothers and sisters
should "respect it or expect it!!"

I feel that Eazy-E's death will have a dramatic
impact on the black community, especially the
younger generation, because now everyone
can relate to the good and bad aspects of the
lifestyles
he
raps
about.

J l

Although Eazy-E may not have been apositive ro
model, because of his lyrics, a lot of young blac
men looked at his lifestyle as positive "good"thin
E
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___ow yourself; your weaknesses and strength

r="---':.====-=:..=.........:~~•s in control

Derald D. PoweU
Editor-In-Chief

The further you climb or the higher
you want to achieve you have to become more and more like them.
A lot of brothers and sisters
are becoming more like them while a
larger number are mentally rebelling,
but physically they complain and suffer. At PV there's a lot of complaining
and suffering because we don't wantto
take the responsibility to do anything
for ourselves. Our mothers' are still
changing our diapers and wiping our
noses.
I see Black men who go
through the mall and white people
mqve to the side and the black men
seem to feel good and I've actually
heardsomesay,"Idon'thavetomove
ou t of no wh"1te persons way because

1-----------~ discover who 1 am and where I am

yourself, you begin to Jive each day t
the fullest. Each day is a new da:
Inordertohaveahealtbyand filledwjth challengeand everydayi
fuU1lled life you must begin with a good day, Sel daily goals and don•
identifyingtbeinneryou. The spiritual quit without achieving those goals.
side of you that no one else knows ·
On occasions when we fee
about. Your deepest t)loughls and defeat approaching, we allow ou
concern should be brought to light. confidtnce to be stolen, By loosin
Eachindividualisresponsible confidence to feart you depriv
for his own destiny. The trial you yoW'Self of a real accomplishmen
,. experience. WiJI ~ less painful after LA>ving yourself, to me, means bavitt
, YQO've established an outlet, I have confidence and determination to tak
cometoreali1.Ctbatnothingbelpsease adwtce. Confidence is necessary i
pain more than pta~. Successful {)fderto~mpUshgoats. Confide
"self~identific~tion be.gins with l'elUOVflS all doubts.
• t ''.identifyw_gahi.·· p
·.• being andhaving
After you've obtaine
fiiuth ~t,5~
.--d ,i~gs iue iJt stQre for spiritual identity, there are defeats bu

going.

·.wtet c.u.,l;lO,IJWII

=nt trip tolwasrung- ~:Ui:::."::!.:i"or~":::~~
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My
ton brought home some of the real
world to me. It all came down to who
you know more than what you know.
Honestly, I'm scared as hell
at this present time. Affirmative Action may be wiped out shortly and

women and children (black men) if
., ' an<>~
.·.
know in your heart and soul you"'
st
you controlled every aspect of their
· .·. You mu also ask _yourselt come one step closer to your goa
financial life?
:he~ comes , a timb .in. KWJioainlr~}Pollikeme?".In xour successes begin with makin
The white man still makes ►--rvn,- s life. ~none needs to o.rderto.~lis,theg~s. you ve specialeffortsandnolongeracceptin
the rules. Let's look at Affirmative now 0"5elf... l ve ovmome J '$el.~•~ •~givtm.. UfelSfullof ,.1t'B" when you can earn.an "A".
Action. It began as a pacifier for us, .
ous nwnlie~ of •t~lidg , ~~g_esat,4.~:~sttongsw:vtY!, x•·· , Once y~u•ve gaine
manyofouryoungerbtothenandsis- but was diluted to the point that it
• Tbe()vcrtomi1\twastltf:UY~- WhenyoubowYoWgoah,notbingw. awareness of your spiritual side
ters may not be able to attend school. became tokenism. Now that two in· • ~ .........
evaylbing will natnralf.y fall in order
People have recently told me that I did _stead ofone sneak through the crxks
-•••~
. . Jt,ou doo•t pow ~ ~ The love itl your heart for you Ml
norwanttoattackanyoftberealprot>- the white man say's okay, time to
BeforeI«l&tlddeal~tftl.bY ,. ~lsupt$QDle_~ lf~tton. -0\'~rflow and you will posse
Jems here at Prairie View.
change the rules, and what do we do
andfaccmy~!~~know,. Jivaluare . your-,.~ealolefses and confidence. Wbenyon.lmowyourse
Well, they may be rightto a about. We cry just like children. We
~lfand my ~lUe$. Ufe ~ Sltengt~s. C-0,f;!e!ta~! ~ your+,~ Jtn•ta mounlaj!l YJllose peal(
certain extent. A person or group can sa~ were l!_oinl!_ to do this and that._but
{Ullyet etl\flY, if¥.® don't kn()w sttenghls and funl~Y~Ut .W ~ iWOhigh fotyou. to r.iach.
only take so much. fm tired of begging we're always to late.
f. Ofteri.Vv~hadtoaslueyself! op t()to\erablf': ieveJi
. ,,.
,..
peopleformoneyforthepaper,theuse
Even though we don't conllmowme?Itismen.whenlbegin
Often,wemakeexcuseswhen
of their printer, for giveness for errors, trol the press they still allow us to read
question the decisiont l make and we don't live by the standards we.;ve
and for the right to attempt to utilize their papers, for now. I beard several
my prioritie$ that I begin 10 "1 forourselves. Wben you truly Jove
my time in a positive manor.
studentsbecomereadyforaction when
With all the real things going it seemed that their university name
on in the world it really hurts to have might be changed, but if it were, The ' - - - - - - - - - - - . . ; : . . ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.;_.....;.;.;;__ _ _ _ _...:;;.._ _ _J
to fight people on your own campus
for basic necessities, and beg grownass, supposedly educated people to
read something that may benefit them.
So as we continue to tear each
other down I have to think that it really
won't matter, because we're all just
buying time until things are so bad for
the majority of our people that we will
blow up.

Board of Regents would vote about it
at 2 p.m. and tell us at 3 p.m. and we
would cry, like always.
Can we continue to not support our own businesses and take core
of our women and survive? Nope, that
would be to much like right AfricanAmerican men they have places for us
and they are building more everyday,
they are prisons, home of the nonwhite people.

B~est From The Pesi
The way they were ••

Essay winners announced
Prairie View A&M University
Memorial Student Center Complex and
Performance Vending Co-sponsored
"The African American of the Decade" Essay Contest.
Essay Topic: Male or Female
African American who has contributed the most to society in the last
decade.
.
.
All entnes were turned m to
Mrs. Kim Washin~ton-Garrett, Manager of the Memorial Student Center
Complex on_Feb. 23. 1995.
The wmners were announced on

March 1, 1995 on the "Frank on the
Hill" radio talk show. The winners of
the contest were as follows:
Ist Place Winner - prize: CD Player
Camellia McKinney
Freshman Nursing Major
3.6 GPA NROTC Unit
Memphis, TN
2nd Place Winner -- prize $100.00
Kenya White
3rd Place Winner __ prize $50.00
Krisanthia McKensie
4th Place Winner -- prize case of soda
Angel Brown

It's all ood..... and then some!f

